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The 

IN THE MATTER OF an Inquiry (pursuant to 
Section 74 of the Coal Mining Act 
1925-1969) into the nature and cause 
of an accident at the Box Flat Colliery 
on 31 July 1972. 

SECOND DAY 

Inquiry resumed at 10.06 a.m. 

MR. PALMER: I find that I am. unable to stay. I have 
asked,if the Court approves, if Mr. Ramage would take care 
of Mr. Jensen. 

THE WARDEN: Yes, Mr. Palmer. 

MR. GIVEN: Just before Hardie's cross-examination is 
resumed, there is in Court, an. there was in Court yesterday, 
a Mr. Gordon Douglas Edwin Abbott, who is the Ipswich Secretary 
of the Electrical Trades Union. I understand that he desires 
to represent the members of.that union before this Inquiry. 

THE WARDEN: Yes, Mr. Given- 

REGINUD NORT'iAN 'IA RD T further cross-examined: 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: You know, of course, that. these men 
were killed obviously by a very severe explosion?-- Yes. 

That is quite clear, is it not?-- Yes. 

And you know that the purpose of this Inquiry, among 
other things, is to determine whether or not proper precautionS 
were taken at the time. Is that not so?-- Yes. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: I object to that. That is not correct. 
That is a matter of law, surely, as set down by the Act as to 
what the nature and purpose of this Inquiry is. It is not a 
matter for evidence. 

MR. C=INAN: I join with my learned friend in objecting 
to that line of questioning. The Act makes it very clear what! 
the purpose of this Inquiry is, and no doubt it is a matter of 
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law, as my learned friend says. 

FR. DERRINGTON: Quite apart from the fact that what I 

suggested to the witness is correct, I would also point out try 

the Board that I am going into the question. of what is in thi4 
witness's mind, because it is very important from the point 
view of credit. 

THE WARDEN: Would you mind repeating your question? 

NR. DERRINGTON: I do not know that I can do it verbatumi 
but one of the purposes of this inquiry is to ensure that 
proper precautions were taken. I would have thought that that: 
would have been an elementary proposition. 

THE Wi-,RDEN: I am allowing the question. 

NR. DERRINGTON: I think the witness answered "yes", 
anyway. 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: You were there for auite a substantia 
amount of time yourself before the explosion occurred?-- Yes. 

It would be clear to you in your mind that so far as the 
question of precautions relating to the explosion is concerned 
an important matter of material before the Court would be what 
discussions were had by any of the responsible people there 
as to the dangers of explosion?-- Wrong. 

You. say that you do not feel that the Court would be 
interested in any discussion that any of the responsible peopl 
would have had about the dangers of explosion?-- The dangers o 

explosion were not brought up as subject matter within the 
discussions. The safety or otherwise of the procedures in 
fighting this fire were thoroughly, discussed. 

You have perhaps short-circuited my cross-examination, 
though you did not answer the question. In other words, it 
seems that there was no discussion whatever by any person in 
responsible authority there that you know of about the danger 
of a possible explosion?-- There was no discussion in my 
presence. 

And you did not raise the issue with anybody?-- No. 
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You know that you said yesterday afternoon that you were 
of the opinion that this largest explosion at least was a coal - 
dust explosion. Is that right?-- If it pleases Your Worship, 
I would like to have that particular question, the last auastim 
of yesterday, re -read and the answer re -read because this was 
under pressure of short notice towards the end of the session, 50 

and I might wish to re -frame that. 

THE WARDEN: The answer has been. given. 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: I will ask you another question. Have you 
been discussing that with any person at all since I asked you 
that question?-- No. 

Not one person?-- No. 

THE WARDEN: Perhaps we cou]d have the record read to 
Mr. Hardie? 

DERRINGTON: Yes, I think perhaps it should. be so that 
he knows where he stands. 

THE WARDEN: If he feels that he should enlarge on it or 
change it in any way, he is entitled to do so. This is the 
whole, of the cross-examination that took place ,yesterday aftern 
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MR. ROWLANDS: It reads - 

"BY MR. DERRINGTON: In your opinion were these 
explosions coal -dust explosions?-- In my opinion _ev 

were, but that is only an opinion and it has to be 
supported by scientific fact before it is conclusii.e. 

You have taken statements from many witnesses?-- 1Q,s. 

And you were present at the time?-- Yes. 

And you have seen the ferocity of the explosion? -- 
Yes. 

10 

There really is no doubt in your mind that at least 
the major explosions heard were coal -dust explosiors?-- 
Subject to evidence to the contrary, I believe tha4 
they were coal -dust explosions, or coal dust did 
take part in those explosions that occurred. 

Now will you answer the question. There is no doub 
in your mind whatever that the major explosions 
mere coal -dust explosions, is there?-- No, there is 
no doubt in my mind that that was so. 

t20 

MR. DERRINGTON: That will save a lot of preparation 
overnight." 

Then there was the adjournment. 
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THE WARDEN: Yes, Mr. Derrington? 

I. 

BY NR. DERRINGTON: Would you tell us where the pressure 
was?-- Would you qualify that, please? 

You said that was a hasty answer given under pressure; 
where was the pressure?--- In the requirement to answer "Yes" 
or "No" to that. The answer to that would have been: in my 
opinion it was an explosion in which coal dust did take part. 

Anyway, you certainly were of the opinion that it was a 
coal dust explosion,in your mind?-- An explosion in which coal 
dust did take part. 

Would you tell us just what thought you gave before the 
explosion occurred as to the possibility of a coal dust 
explosion?-- During the busy operations, no thought of a 
probable explosion or coal dust explosion was given. 

There was a fire that was raging out of control, was there 
not, for a number of hours before the explosion?-- Yes. 

And in those circumstances if there is a gas explosion 
or a fall that throws up dust in the presence of a fierce fire, 
a coal dust explosion is always a very real possibility, is it 
not?-- An explosion is a real possibility and coal dust readil 
would take part in that. 

Why did you not consider that possibility before you 
participated in 17 men going down into that mine?-- Because 
investigation had proved that the conditions within the mine 
and No. 7 were adequate to a brief revisit. 

How does that answer my question as to the matter of your 
lack of consideration of a coal dust -explosion which would have 
killed anybody in No. 7 if it occurred? Would you explain to 
the Tribunal, who are experienced men, why in those circumstanc 
you say you did not consider the possibility of a coal dust 
explosion there?-- Not at that point. 

At any point in those hours before the explosion 
occurred when the fire was raging fiercely?-- Any mining man 
in his own mind considers that fighting a mine fire is a 
potentially dangerous operation. 

In the circumstances of a fire of this fierceness, it was 
more than a mere potential, was it not?-- It was not. It was 
the same as many other fires which have been fought. 

This was a fire which was raging out of control, was it 
not?-- This was a fire which was burning fiercely under the 
influence of the ventilating current. 

And out of control?-- Not at that juncture, no. 

When do you say, from the time that you arrived there, 
that anybody had control of that fire?-- At no point did 
anyone have control of that fire. 

I I ade 
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Well, it was out of control?-- Endeavours were still bein. 
to control it. I 60 

It was out of control, was it not, at all stages when you 
ere there?-- During that night, yes. 

Now that we have that point established, you had a fire 
hat was raging out of control; it is elementary to anyone who 
could have the experience that you claim to have that the 
ossibility of a coal dust explosion was there; is that not so?- 
he possibility of a coal dust explosion exists gal of the time 
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It exists more particularly if there is a fierce fire 
raging out of control; is that not so?-- The source of the 

initiation is present. 

The next question is: in those circumstances is it not 

desirable to know the extent of the possibility of a coal dust 

explosion if you know that it is a potential? Is it not 

important to know the extent of the possibility before you 
send a large number of men underground?-- Yes, it was 

important. 

What inquiry did you make at that time before you 
participated in those men going underground? What inquiry 
did you make as to the extent of the danger from coal dust? -- 

I personally accompanied a recormaisance team into the area 

out by of that area which we knew contained the fire. 

What then did you know about the coal dust situation in 

that area?-- There was no evidence of coal dust in that air. 

The mine condition and the fire condition was as we expected 
to find it. 

You see, coal dust comes into the air from a gas explosio 

or a fall of timbers or of coal, does it not?-- Yes. 

Is that not so?-- Yes. 

There had not been an explosion when you were down 

there; is that so?-- No. 

And there had been no fall; is that right?-- There had 

been no fall. 

Any observation that you made at the time would certainly 

not have been significant on that question, would it?-- Yes. 

Why? You see, you do not get your coal into the air 

until you have some form of explosion or a fall?-- There had 

been no evidence of either. 

No, but they could have occurred, could they not? They 

were very real possibilities?-- These things can occur at any 

time. 

According to your evidence, when you arrived there the 

timbers further up the return were burning fiercely,. were the 

not?-- The timbers were catching. 

That suggests a strong possibility of a fall in the 

vicinity of the fire, does it not?-- It is the commencement 

of a possible deterioration. 

And with a lot of. heat about; is that not so?-- Yes. 

Even more importantly, when you first went underground, 

at that very first stage, it was obvious that there was 

recirculation; is that not so?-- No. 

The smoke was coming back down the intake tunnel, was 
it 

not?-- After our entry. There was no recirculation entry of 

the mine. 
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You mean when you first went down the very first moment:- 

That is right. 

While you were down there on that first occasion? 
-- 

Recirculation did occur at the conclusion of the visit. 

That is what forced you out, was it not?-- Yes. 
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And tell us, from your expert knowledge, what dangers 
arise from recirculation?-- No. 1 was the carriage of toxic 
gases down the intake and the travelling way in which people 
were required to travel. 

Yes, is that all?-- These are contained within the coal 
smoke generating up the fire. 

What other dangers might there be, and if you could 
direct your attention to the dangers of possible explosion 
by recirculation I would be grateful?-- Coal fire can produce 
some percentage of a gas which can be flammable. 

Particularly if mixed with air?-- Repeat that? 

Particularly if mixed with air?-- The particular gas? 

Yes, it becomes more explosive if mixed with air, does it 

not?-- Yes. 

And air was still being conducted through that mine in 
the vicinity of the fire?-- Yes. 

And the coal fire was producing then, as you would expect 
the probability of explosive gas?-- No. 

Why not?-- In the presence of ample air, and from the 

research overseas, the flammable gases found on the return sid 

of coal fires do not particularly reach the lower explosible 
limit on mixture with air. 

What about if recirculation is taking place, and I would 

like you to keep that in mind with all my questions - that I 

am speaking in the circumstances of recirculation? What do 

these overseas authorities that you refer to say about that? -- 

A recirculation would add a form of 'coal smoke back to the 
ventilating current. 

Including these explosive gases?-- Including these 
percentages which may or may not be explosive. 

On mixing with air which is being conducted in by a 
ventilating system?-- A ventilation system conducts air. 
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Forming a very high possibility of an explosive mixture 
being brought into contact with this fiercely -burning fire; 
is that not No. At this juncture, in the estimation 

of myself and other people, this did not present a danger. 

How do you know that it was in the minds of other people 

if you say that the possibility of an explosion was not 
discussed?-- A possibility of explosion was not discussed, 
but the next step towards that next stage of reconnaisance 
to taking control of that fire was entered into from there. 

Would. you answer my question? How do you say that that 

did not enter the minds of these people if you had no discussion 

about it - these other responsible people that you mentioned?-! 
Because the subject was not broached by any of the people 

present. 

That is the only basis that you have for saying that? -- 

Yes. 

Simply because somebody else does not broach it does not 

mean that you should not, does it?-- No. 

You see, after all, you were in a position of authority 
there, were you not?-- Yes. 

To ensure above all the safety of the men. Would you 

not agree?-- Yes. 

And with your training it would be obligatory upon you 

to use the insight and foresight provided by your training 
to ensure the safety of the men as far as reasonably possible. 

Would you not agree upon that?-- Yes. 

And yet you say that, notwithstanding this matter of the 

circulation of inflammable gases being pasSed over this 

fiercely -burning fire, you did not consider the possibility 
of a gas explosion?-- Not to the time at which it occurred. 

Can you explain why it did not even occur to you? -- 

Because the observed recirculation was not to terrific density 

at our time of observation. The quantity of air circulating 

back over the fire which was observed was extremely brisk. 

Was not the cloud of smoke on the intake section of No. 5 

mine so thick that the brigade men could not go up to those 

doors to try to close them to shut off the recirculation? -- 

In the pit -bottom area, yes, at a later time, yes. 

That demonstrates that there was thick smoke including 
gas passing through, does it not?-- I had the report from 

the team that the smoke was thick at that point, yes. 

Does that not simply contradict your last answer? -- 

Would you repeat that question and that answer again, please? 

(Shorthand notes of relative passage read.) 

Surely that is in contradiction of the proposition 
that the brigade men could not even get up to the doors 
because of the density of the smoke, together with your own. 

evidsnce that when you were walking out with Mr. Lawrie your 

visibility was severely restricted?-- That would be normal 
smoke. 

It would have to be thick smoke to cause that, would it 

not - the extent that you have described - would it not? -- 

A thickness of smoke - dense smoke - we couldn't have walked 

back in. 

And it became even thicker while you were therei'did it n 
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That has been reported yes. 

Why, when there was such a density of smoke, did it not 
occur to you that there was a real danger - a high danger - 
.of explosion from gas by its recirculation?-- Because we still 
had the further dilutionary effects of the ventilation from 
the No. 7 entrance. 

But what is your knowledge about the quantity of gas and 
air that needs to be mixed to form an explosive mixture? 
Would you mind telling the Board what you know- about that? -- 
The normally quoted methane percentages in approximation 
are 5 to 15. 

5 to 15 per cent? As long as there is 5 per cent. of 
methane in air, it is sufficient to cause a gas explosion; 
is that right?-- Yes. 

And you had dense clouds of smoke that you knew about in 
that mine?-- Yes. 

And you did not even think, on your evidence, of the 
possibility of a gas explosion?-- Not the possibility; 
the probability. 

I asked you before whether you thought of the possibility, 
and you said "No". Are you going back on that now?-- No. 

So you did not think of a possibility of a gas explosion? 
Is that right? Notwithstanding that you knew of this 
recirculation of dense clouds of smoke; is that right? -- 
The answer "Yes" or "No" to that would be out of context. 
Every rifling man in fire circumstances does have within his 
mind the possibility of that change of condition which could 
precipitate an explosive condition., 

You are going back upon your previous answer that you 
did not even consider the possibility of an explosion, are you? 
You are retracting that?-- Not within the planned actions 
that we were taking. 

I am not talking about planned actions; I am talking about 
what was in your mind as the officer in charge of the safety 
of these people, with the authority that you had vested in you? 
It was my opinion that the condition of the mine had not 
deteriorated to that point that it couldn't again be briefly 
re-entered. 

Would you tell me whether or not in that capacity at 
any stage, whether in the planning or otherwise, you considered 
the possibility of the gas explosion? Would you give us a 

clear answer to that, please?-- The possibility of a gas 
explosion was not discussed. 

Would you mind answering that question? Did you 
consider in your mind at any stage the possibility of a 
gas explosion? Yes or no? Surely that is a simple answer? -- 
es. 

What cljZ. you do about it? Nothing. You did absolutely 
othing; is that not right?-- I did keep observation on 

all conditions as far as was possible. 

You kept observation of all conditions? Is that all you 
lid? You kept observation of all conditions?. Even the 
explosion that killed 17 men; you kept observation on that? 
Is that the truth? Is that the truth? That is all you did: 
kept observation and did nothing more?-- (No answer.) 
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Is that the truth?-- I suppose in the context, yes. 

Whether it is in the context, or not, it is the same 
unadulterated truth, is it not, that not one thing was said, 

nor was one thing done in the hours of this entire evening, 

to consider or do anything to avoid the death of these 17 

men by gas or coaldust exDlosion? Now, is that not the 

absolute truth, whether in context or otherwise?-- There was 
no other measure that could have been taken to avoid the death 

of these 17 men other than abandon the tints and go home at 
10 p.m. 

Yes, of course. And why was that not done?-- Because 
it was not considered in all the conditions of the mine 

necessary at that time. 

Because, might I suggest to you, nobody even considered 
their safety or did anything about it. NoW, is that not the 

truth?-- It is not the truth. 

You see, what did you do? What did you do to avoid the 

possibility of the danger - the death of these men - in. a 

gas explosion? You say you kept the affairs under observation; 
and observation indicated to you clearly that there was this 
intense recirculation of smoke with gas over a fiercely - 
burning fire. Now, what was done for the safety of these meh 

to prevent their death? Now, tell me that, please?-- The 

final visit to within the mine was to the accompaniment of 
men equipped with closed breathing apparatus for safety 
precautions. 

How could that possibly have saved them from an explosion 
like this?-- No person at that mine in my opinion thought 
that an explosion was imminent. 
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Can I suggest to you that no person in responsible 
authority there took the slightest notice of the possibility 
or did anything about it? And is not that the truth?-- No. 

Well, you tell me what was done - one thing that was done 
by way of testing or otherwise to ensure that there would not 
be an explosion like this that would rob these 17 men of their 
lives?-- Personal accompaniment in inspecting parties in 
conditions tolerable to the people within the party, including 
the officials present, and the observations as far as possible 
of that which was occurring within the mine. 

This is this observation again? You kept it under 
observation: is that right? That is all you did? Even the 
explosion you kept under observation: is that not right? That 

is all you did: is that right?-- Does that warrant an answer, 
Your Worship? 

You can claim privilege if you wish, I would suggest? -- 
I have no intention of claiming privilege. 

Well, I am asking you: what did you do by way of testing 
or taking other precautions except this observation that you 
talk about, which produced nothing, obviously? What did you 
do to protect these 17 men and the many more who were down 
there at different times?-- There was no testing. 

Yes. 

No discussion?-- Ample discussion. 

No discussions about explosions or danger, was there? -- 

What discussion was there about the explosions?-- Not 
explosions; I told you that previously. 

That is what I am interested in, because there was nothi 
else that killed these people, was there?-- No, it was 
explosion. 

You see, you talk about it as hindsight, but I suggest t 
you that if those in authority, with the certificates that they 
hold and the experience that they should have, exercised this 
for the reasonable safety of these men on that night, they 
would never have been underground when the recirculation 
occurred: isn't that true?-- It is perfectly obvious that on 
the event of an explosion no one should have been underground. 

And you try to talk about it as hindsight, don't you, 
that we are using now; but in fact isn't it the truth that you 
are supposed to have training with insight and foresight as to 
the dangers?-- Yes° 

So it is not really a matter of hindsight after all, is 

it? It is a matter of whether or not you use your proper 
training properly, is it not?-- No. 

Is it not a question as to whether or not you put safety 
in its proper position above the economics of the saving of the 
coal mine?-- Economics were not discussed. 

Economics, of courses was uppermost in your mind, was 
not - the saving of the mine?-- Not at all. 

Well, you see, how much consideration did you give to 
danger of explosion as compared with the coneideration that 
gave to stopping the fire?-- The mining industry has fought 
fires underground in coal. mines ever since I have known it, 
and my fathers knew it. 
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know? Where recirculation is known to exist, do you say the 

coal mining industry continues to fight fires underground in 
ciruumstances of severe recirculation?-- To within limits. 

What limits?-- We have no porameter. 

You have no barometer?-- Perameter. 

I am sorry. The fact is, of course, if it becomes an 

obvious danger, then safety demands that the men be withdrawn; 

is that not so?-- Yes. 13 

And that was not done, was it - to this extent: that 

although they were withdrawn at times, they were sent back 
and sent back and sent back?-- Evidence shows that the men 

were not withdrawn in sufficient time. 

What knowledge did you have as to the extent to which the 

return, the ventilation return, was properly stone dusted? -- 

Observations during inspection. 

What inspections?-- Normal routine inspectors' inspections° 

Would it be true to say that you did not attend on No.5 
tunnel since November 1970 except to investigate specific 
accidents?-- No. 

All right. Have a look at your book, if you do not mind, 

and tell us the occasions when you went back other than to 

investigate specific accidents. Would you mind having a look 
at these?-- (Shown to witness.) 

You see, those are the only books that we have in our 
possession, and the period might go back much further; but 
if you would not mind examining those to tell us when you 
examined No.5 other than for the purpose of investigating 
specific accidents?-- This record book records 16 November 
1971, and that is an accident report - numerous accident 
reports. 

It was an accident report, was it not?-- Yes. 

What are you referring to here?-- My own notes. 

Should not any inspection that you made be in the book - 
in the mines book - the mines record book?-- (No answer). 

Would you mind answering me, Mr. Hardie, please?-- There 
are often inspections and discussions had which are not 
entered in the mine record book. 

You are supposed to enter in the mine record book any 
inspections that you make, are you not?-- Yes. 

Well, is there anything in the mine record book that 
suggests that you made an inspection other than for the 
purpose of investigating an accident?-- No, there are not. 

Now you can refer to any other material that you may 1-lve 
I would be grateful for the opportunity of seeing all of that 
too, if I Could?-- Do you wish to sec these? 

You see it first and tell us what else these records 
produce as to inspections that you made?-- 31 March 1954. 

Well, since November 1970 will do, because that is the 

limit of the time back of the mine records books that have 

been produced to us, you see?-- 26 September 1969; 9 December 
1969; 10 June 1970. 
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investivation of an accident?-- That was an electrical 
inspection for Mr. Busch. 

I am talking about an inspection of No.5, 

November 1970. You want me to read that? 
of course? - 

Yes?-- "In the manager's company I did today inspect 

Box Flat No.5 colliery travelling into the mine along 
No.2 

trunk belt, theca out to the No.7 north via section belt and 
out of the section along supply road." 

Is that No.5? Does that refer to No.5 tunnel at all? --- 

Yes. 
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Will you please repeat that?-- You might find, if you 
looked at No. 7 book, that the numbers of the mines do transfer 
themselves. 

Where do you say you went in No. 5? You went to No. 7 
north?-- Yes. 

In No. 5?-- Yes. 

...via section belt and out of section along the supp 
road Jenbach diesel road, thence oat to No. 7 south 
section along the belt, and out of section per supply 
road, and thence to dip section, and out of mine via 
underground and main No. 5 haulages." 

Why is that not in the record book?-- It is in the recorc, 
book, but you. are looking specifically at a book which is 
numbered 5 at the head of it. 

'Why did: you go to those particular places? Were you 
investigating an accident on that occasion?-- No, it was a 
normal inspection. 

And that did not take you anywhere near the return, did 
it?-- No. 

How long would it be since you inspected the return air 
way?-- Possibly about 12 months. 

If it is "possibly about 12 months", will you please find 
the details of your inspection in that period?-- In 1968 there 
was a return inspection on 21 October. 
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In 1968 in October, nearly four years before the accident,- 
Yes, this is. 

Is there anyone since then?-- We have still got to go 
trough 

Please do?-- 23 May 1969. 

What does that read?-- "Return inspection following report; 
of a heating." - 

That is in May 1969?-- Yes. 

What do you have relating to that? Please read it all 
out?-- "Box Flat No. 5, 23 May 1969. Following the reporting 

of a heating in No. 6 south of No. 5 tunnel on the 
13th May with work to repair and re -seal by the 14th, 
followed by an incidence of resultant fire (smell 
kerosene) in No. 6 south in No. 7 tunnel on the 16th, 
and further work to clear and re -seal in this area 
during the 16th, 17th, 18th and 20th. A further 
inspection was made on 21 May to test the full effect- 
iveness of the sealing and the mine at the seal. 
During the stated period it was found that plus m.a.c. 
carbon monoxide content was found in a return section 
which. ceased production pending reduction of C.O. 
content to minus .01 per cent or 100 parts per million. 
Testing along seals and. return in No. 6 south, No. 7, 
and No. 6 south, No. 5 mine on 21 Nay 1969 revealed as 
follows - No. 6 south No. 7 return. along sealed area 
showed 0,0. content as .0034 per cent or 34 parts per 
million. Stopping face areas on. return No. 6 south 
.No. 7 showed stopping leakages giving local and off - 
return contaminations of in by to out by .toppings 
.02 per cent, .018 per cent, .23 per cent and .28 per 
cent. Immediately action was taken to re -ventilate 
these over m.a.c. locality. Testing at plastered and 
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repaired No. 6 south No. 5 mine return stopping gave 
.08 per cent along face of wall under unventilated 
condition. 'lain No. 5 south return at; this area 
showed C.O. content still existent but well below 
m.a.c. Further testing of this return below this 
return road point showed a low C.O. content to exist 
confined to leakage through and around the intake 
road stopping on No. 6 south No. 5 tunnel. Determin6d 
on site was: C.O. contents as found are due to - 

(a) unsuitability of concrete bricks supplied due 
to porosity allowing breathe out of sealed 10 

atmosphere through stopping places in spite of 
plastering carried out; 

(b) leakage of atmosphere around tops, sides and 
bottoms of seals where full cleaning up to 
spillage, etc., is required to completely double, 
seal these points to stoppings to ribs, roof anl 
floor. 

The above matters are now planned for rectification 
by clean-up and application of rigid foam sealant 
application to be carried out commencing on this date.20 
Further tests will be carried out after application 
rigid foam. 13 August 1969." 

That means that you went there specifically in relation 
to a fire and the testing for carbon monoxide afterwards? -- 
Certainly. 

That was for a specific purpose, for a fire; is not that 
so? It does not portray a general inspection of the return? -- 
It is a return inspection of the section in and around that 
area. 
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It was not a general inspection of the returns?-- No. 

Would you please continue to try to find anything in the 
way of a general inspection. o:[ ro. 5 return, and tell us the 

last time that in fact you inspected No. 5 generally - the 

return of No. 5?--- On 5 November 1970. Do you want that 

read? 

I think to save time I might tender it. Do you say that 

that demonstrates that :you made a eneral inspection of No. 5 

return?-- Yes. 

M.R. DERRINGTON: I will tender that. We might have an 
opportunity of looking at it. 

Ex.7 (Admitted and marked "Exhibit r: 
°) 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: In the meantime, would you continue 
to see if you can find any other record?-- Yes. 

NR. DERRINGTON: Play we see that last document when the 
Board has finished with it? 

WITNESS: No, that is all the recorded inspections that T. 

have here. 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: That is to say that the last one then 
was on 5 November 1970?-- As recorded. 

MR. DERRINGTON: Nay we have a look at that? 

(Handed to Mr. Derrington.) 

BY ER. DT:',RRINGTON: Can I go back a little in tine and 
ask you to find for me that reference in the No. 7 mine record 
book relating to that report that you say - that dealt with 
:No. 5, but would be in the No. 7 book?-- Did we record the 
date? 

It might save some time if you did. that?-- There is not 
in this book. 

You see, when I asked you where it was in No. 5, you said 
it would be in the TN o. 7 book, did you not?-- Because there 
is no particular meticulous adherence to the No. 5 and the No. 
book, if they are not readily available. The report goes in -- 

No, I have not found it. This is the 1970 one, the one 
you have just been dealing with a few moments ago. I want it 

understood that what; I am asking you -b find is this: that you 
recall in relation to my question as to your inspection of 
No. 5, you said that you had inspected No. 5 at a certain stal) 
but that it would not be in the No. 5 book. It was so tirrie 

in 1971, as I recall it?-- If it was not available in that 
book you have 

No, the one T. have in my hand was an earlier book that 
called for that dealt with the report you last tendered. I 

am now back to the previous report that you read out in detail 
Do you remember that?-- On what date was it? 

May 1969. No, that was not the one either. Do you. recaiT 

that I askd you to have a look at o . 5 tunnel mine recc)rd 
book?-- Ye. 

TO locate a copy of the report that you were referring to 
and you said it was not in. that No. 5 book?-- Well, I didn't 
see it. 

Do you have No. 5 record book up there for the period 
from November 19zp onwards? There' are two of them, I think? -- 
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Yes, 14/11/1970 to 12/11/1971. 

Now, I asked you to refer to those and locate for me 
a 

copy of the report that you referred to. Do you recall that7-- 

Yes. 

And you said it would not be in that because it 
would be 

related to No. 7?-- IS haven't found it here. 

You will recall that you said that you could 
not find it 

because it would be in the No. 7?-- anticipated it would 

be in the No. 7 book, but it was not here, because T do know 

that varying numbers of books have been used from 
time to time. 

10 

Here is the No. 7, or a set of them, that were produced 

to us. Would you take that also and find it in there? -- 

(Handed to witness.) 

It must be in the No. 5 or No. 7 book, must it rot? -- 

Yes. No, it is not in that book. 

Does that mean that it is not recorded in either of 

them?-- No, but that would be wrong. is a carbon copy 

taken from a mine record book, and then copied at the office. 

Does that mean that the report you referred to 
yourself 

is not contained in either of the mine :;records 
books?-- Not 

the ones that I have viewed, anyhow. 

They are the ones that have been produced to us as 

covering the relevant date. If there are any more, I would 

grateful if they would be produced now. 
they are not 

produced. Can you explain why a report that you have made, 

or say that you have made, is not contained in the mines 

records books?-- It could possibly, be contained in a book 

which is not of the relevant dates. 

be 

Whyuld it be contained. in a book which is not of the 
relevant dates?-- Because that book was available with space, 

perhaps, as against a current book which might have been almot 

full. 

This is a' highly undesirable procedure if in fact 
it. is 

followed, is it not?-- Yes. 

You see, one of the purposes of the mines records 
books 

is to record once and for all in a properly 
recorded fashion 

examinations that have been made, inspections that have been 

made, and the like. Is that not so?-- Yes. 

Co that there can be no doubt later on if 
there is a 

disaster and. an inquiry that such an. event occurred.. Is that 

correct?-- That is correct, yes. 

It does not seem to have been done in 
this case? -- 

That book would have been available from 
the Box Flat records 

The recording is not properly done, is it?-- Not in the 

correct book, no, but it is a mine record book which would 

have been available for perusal by the miners 
at the 

appropriate position. 

What other book do you say it could be 
in.?-- I would 

not know; one of the Be:: Flat mine records books. 
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Nothing is produced to us 

MR. CALLINAN: What do 
indicates what he wants, I 

it. 

MR. DERRINGTON: All 

contain these records, 

so we will have to proceed. 

you want? If my learned friend 
would be only too happy to produce 

the mine record books which could 

MR. CALLINAN: It is not recorded. It is not a record 

that we made, but I will have a search made. 

MR. DERRINGTON: It is a record which should be contained 

in your books. 

MR. CALLINAN: It is all very well saying that but we 

did not make the record. 

MR. DERRINGTON: They are books that you are supposed to 

have in your control, with respect. 

MR, CALLINAN: I would be grateful if you do not interrupt 

me. What I will do is make available to Mr. Hardie, if the 

Tribunal sees .fit that that course be taken, all of the 

mine record books at some convenient time so he can 
look througa 

them and find this entry. That seems to be the best course 

rather than take up time now, but it is a matter for 
the 

Tribunal. 

THE WARDEN: They are 
lot of time has been spent 
whilst I have 40 desire to 
feel this matter is taking 

my feelings too. I feel that a 

on this particular aspect, and 
limit your cross-examination, I 

an excessively long time. 

MR. DERRINGTON: I do not want to protract the matter 

further, but I would be grateful if that were done so that 

we have the appropriate records produced, with respect. 

MR. CALLINAN: I will make all those available to Mr. 

Hardie at lunch time, if the Board pleases. 

THE WARDEN: Yes. 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: What inquiry have you made since the 

accident as to the extent of stonedusting that was done 

in the. return of No. 5?-- I accompanied members - since? 

Since, what inquiries have you made as to the extent 
of 

stonedusting?-- I have received reports from tests which were 

made prior to the explosion. 

What tests were made prior to the explosion in the 
return 

of No4 5?-- A team of chemists did do some road -dust sampling 

for analysis during the month of July. 

What was the purpose of that, do you know?-- To 

ascertain the condition of the road, roof and sides' dust 

within the Box Flat Colliery. 

And was there any other purpose behind that recording? 

Was it anything to do with any variation in the Regulations, 

for example?-- Not to my knowledge. 

Not to your knowledge - just that the chemists 
went 

and sampled this particular mine?-- Yes. 

For coal dust?-- Yes, 

And what was the result of that?-- These results were 

Sormarded to our department in detail. 
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MR. DERRiNGTON: I call for the departmental records 
!relating to these tests. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: I rather think that my learned frienC, Mr. 
Given may have some statements in that regard. 

MR. GIVEN: I do not know. 

MR. DERRINGTON: I call for the records. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: I think the records are in the form of 
statements. 

MR. GIVEN: Well, I am afraid I have not got them. I 

have been supplied. with some documents which relate to tests 
of material taken after the explosion. To the best of my 
knowledge I have not any information relating to tests before. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: Tests taken after the explosion? 

MR. GIVEN: Yes, that is all I have. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: Will the court excuse me for a moment while 
I take instructions on it? 

THE WARDEN: Yes. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: I am instructed that we do not have here 
any original files or material such as my learned friend Mr. 
Derrington might want to see and from which to cross-examine. 
We have copies of certificates received from the Government 
Chemical Laboratory sent to the Mines Department. We have 
copies of those if they would suffice. 

MR. DERRINGTON: For the time being. It would save time. 
I call for those and tender them, and any reports that 
accompanied them. 

MR. TO14NSLEY: There is a somewhat bulky set of material 
here that could perhaps take some time to sort out into 
readily deliverable material so that my learned friend could 
ick up what it is all about. I confess I have taken mme 

time to ascertain even what its meaning is. 

THE WARDEN: As long as it is made available to Mr. 
Derrington - I think that is the main thing. Whether you 
ant to look at it now while we adjourn, or whether you 
'ant to look through it 

MR. DERRINGTON: I would like some time to examine it 
ut I do not want an adjournment to take up the Court's time. 
erhaps we could look at it when it is available later. 

MR. TOUNSLEY: It will be available when it is sorted out 
rom other material with it. 

MR. DERRINGTON: We would like to see the results of all 
ests and reports relating to them which went to the Mines 
epartment. 

THE WARDEN: The results of the tests should be fairly easy 
produce. 

MR. DERRINGTON: That is right, and comments on those 
esults. 

THE WARDEN: You could draw your own conclusions from 
the tests, but the witness could perhaps vouch for that. 
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MR. DEHRINGTON: Anyway, T. will continue cross-examining 
as we are going to see the tests. 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: You might give us the benefit of your 
view as to what these tests revealed as to the quantity 
of the coaldust in No. 5 return?-- My knowledge of those 
reports was that within the BOY Flat Colliery there was 
insufficient incombustible dust added to prevent the 
promulgation of an explosion. 

And this report was made before the explosion?-- No. 

These tests were made before the explosion?-- The pause 

between sampling and final analysis might be some weeks. 

The tests were certainly taken before the explosion? -- 

Yes. 

And there was a report to that effect, I take it, 

that there was insufficient incombustible dust added? -- 

Not prior to the explosion. 

You say tho report came after the explosion?-- To the 

best cf my belief, yes. 

You told the Tribunal before that you were of the 

opinion this was a coaldust explosion or, at least, there was 

a coaldust explosion involved in this; is that not so?-- Yes, 

coaldust participated. 

You believe that to be so?-- I believe so, yes. 

And you knew that there had been a testing of the coaldust 

before the explosion; is that not so?-- This had no 

relationship 

Would you mind answering the question? You did know, 

did you not?-- That sampling had been in progress during the 

month of July. 

But when you gave your evidence you knew that there was a 

report which indicated that there was a dangerous situation 

from coaldust, did you not - when you gave your evidence - 

in -chief?-- (No answer.) 

You knew that there was such a report, did you not? -- 

I had seen some results arising from that report. 

Which led you to the conclusion that there was a 

dangerous situation from coaldust; is that not so?-- At what 

time? 

When you were giving your evidence -in -chief you knew 
that the sampling taken shortly before the explosion 
demonstrated that there was a danger from coaldust, did you 
not?-- At a time subsequent to that explosion. 

What do you mean, "At a time subsequent"? You knew 
that the report came later?-- Yes. 

With the results, that is so, but when you gave your 
evidence yesterday- in -chief, you knew that that report was in 

existence - eorrect?-- Yes. 

And you believe the explosion to have been a coaldust 

explosion?-- I believe it to have been an explosion in which 
coaldust participated. 
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Why did you not tell the Tribunal yesterday in your 

evidence -in -chief as to the tests which indicated a 

dangerous situation from coaldust, because it must have been 

relevant?-- The question was not asked. 

But you were asked to give an indication as to what 

you felt were the causes of the explosion, and, to use 

your hindsight now?-- No, I was not. 

To explain things that might have been done7 and you 

did not refer to this?-- I was not asked a question as to 

the causes of the explosion. 

You were asked, certainly, to use your hindsight and 

say something which might have been done which had not 
been 

done?-- Relative to the fire? 

Relative to the disaster?-- The initial fire. 

You say that you were only asked or you only directed 

your answer to what might have been done in relation 
to 

the fire?-- I believe that was the question which was asked 

of me. 
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But you say you did not make any reference to this coal 
test because you v,Tere not asked to 'give any information now 
as to what might have been done to avoid the explosion?-- Not 
at that juncture, no. 

But you certainly would have realised with your experienc 
that the Board would have been very interested in knowing abouT 
this coal dust situation, would you not?-- I would further 
realise that further evidence in this matter by persons more 
expert than myself perhaps could have been produced. 

And do you know whether they are being produced, or is 
this locked up in the ---- 

NR. TOWNSLEY: He is not conducting the Inquiry. 

MR. DERRINGTON: I am asking him whether he knows if they 
are being produced, or not, notwithstanding my friend's commen, 
because this roes to state of mind. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: I am. objecting to the question, because it 

is not for this witness to say who is going ---- 

THE WARDEN: He is not saying who is going to be produced 
he is asked if he knows if a witness is being produced. Surely' 

he can say "yes" or "no". If he does not know, he does not 

know. 

BY NR. DERRINGTON: Do you know whether one is going to. 
be produced, or not?-- I believe so. 

Irrespectively, you were certainly in a position of givind 
expert evidence about this matter generally, were you not?-- I 

was in a position of giving evidence. 

And evidence of an expert nature; is that not so?-- I 

don't like the word "expert". 

Who is the expert witness who is going to be produced, as 

far as you know, to speak about these tests and so forth? -- 

It would be the person who did the analysis of the dust. 

Who is that?-- It could. be either perhaps Mr. Coupe:e or 

Mr. Brixius. 
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I am asking you what do you say now, with hindsight, 
concerning the explosion which mitt have been done, but which 
was not done?-- Are you asking me the prevention of the 
explosion or the mitigation of the explosion? 

Well, both: the prevention of the explosion and the 
mitigation of the loss of life. I am, of course, most interested 
in the latter?-- It was my belief thet the initiation of this 
explosion was at the fire. Therefore, our first consideration 
would be prevention of the fire promulgation. Secondly, in 

mitigation of the effects of an explosion which might have 
occurred from that source, treatment of roads to sufficient 
percentages of incombustible dust must be performed, or the 

introduction of other means to limit the propagation of coal 
dust explosion. 60 

50 

Yes. Anything more?-- Nothing further. 

There is provision in the regulations in. schedule 2 

relating to stone dusting, is there not?-- Yes. 

If that stone dusting is observed, then it would not produce 

the result found with these analyses, would it?-- Would you 
repeat that? 
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If the regulations were observed relating to stone 
dusting, the result would not have -been produced that would 
have caused those readings whorl the samplings were taken, wouill 

it?-- No. 

What investigation have you made, then, after you became 

aware of this report of the analysis of the testing as to the 
stone dusting of the relevant areas?-- Since this report, my 
full time has been obligated, to the flve:,,tigation of this fatal 

accident. 

One of the prime features of your investigation. 
undoubtedly would be why this mine was not properly stone 
dusted, would it not, because in your opinion there was a 

coal dust explosion involved; is that not so?-- Yes. 

Surely one of your prime targets would be the discovery. 

why there was not proper stone dusting, would it not?-- The 

reason why would be obvious. The percentage added was 

insufficient to the controlling after initiation. 

Then i you would want to find out why insufficient quantiti 

were added, would you not?-- Yes. 

What did you find out?-- That insufficient stone dust 

yardage was spread in the main roadways throughout the year's 

production, or the years of production. 

You did find that out?-- That would be available in the 

reports. 

Did you inquire from anyone about the stone dusting that 

was carried out that leads you to this conclusion that 

insufficient stone dusting was carried out?-- I have the 

information resulting from the reports of analysts. 

Did you inquire from any of the officials of the mine 

about this in your investigations?-- I asked. Iir. Lawrie as to 

what quantity of stone dust he had purchased during the 

preceding year. 

How much had he purchased?-- I have forgotten the figure. 

Surely you would have some record of that?-- In my office, 

yes. 

You did not bring it along to the court?-- No. We have 

better and further evidence available from scientific 
reports. 

We also want to know how much the mine purchased in the 

way of stone dust, would we not?-- This evidence would 
be 

available from the manager. 

You did not even bring along to the court the figure 
that 

he gave you?-- Not today, no. 

But you do have it recorded somewhere?-- Yes. 

Where?-- At my office on a side table, written in biro. 

On what?-- Foolscap. 

There must be millions of sheets of foolscap 

Department. What typo of foolscap? Just a blank sheet of 

foolscap?- Just; a ruled sheet of foolscap 

A blank sheet with this figure written on it? Is that 

what you say?-- I don't recall what else might have been 
with 

it. 

in the Mined 
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When you saw the quantity, did. that suggest to'you that 
it was quite clear that there had been insufficient coal 
dust?-- As a result of the analysis results which I have. 
observed, it was perfectly clear. 

As the result of the amount that you saw that the mine 
had purchased, was it confirmed?-- That couldn't necessarily 
confirm that. Results of analysis in tests are the only --- 

Surely if you saw that a quantity that your experience 
would tell you would be insufficient for the purposes, you 10 

would be able to say whether it would confirm it, or not? - 
Not immediately, no. 

Did you check? Did you run out a rough calculation?-- Ye . 

What did your calculation reveal? That the amount 
purchased would demonstrate any insufficiency of stone dusting -- 
Insufficiency of dust commensurate with the yardage of advance 
and the tonnage of -coal produced, yes. It was a rough 
calculation - very rough. 

To go a little bit.further, did you speak to any officials. 
of the mine at all as to the extent of the stone dusting of 
No.5 return?-- No; not since this accident we have discussed 
this. further. 

You have not discussed this?-- No. 

You did not ask them how frequently anybody stone dusted 
it, if at all?-- I do know that stone dust within the mine was 
spread, but it was the sufficiency of that stone dust 
comparable to the amount of road duSt, subject, of course., to 

the analysis and'test which tells the story. 

It was important to know how frequently 'stone dusting was 
carried out in a return airway, was it not, because if the 
stone dusting had been done last two years ago, there would be 
a lot more coal dust coming in the return airway, would there 
not?-- Yes. Tests would determj_ne that. 

But it would be then important to know as a matter of 
procedure how often the mine stone dusted the return, would' 

(. 

it not?-- Yes; any airway.. 

The mechanical miner causes a lot of dust, does it not? -- 

Yes. 
. 

And that dust is taken out along the return airway, is it 

not?-- Yes. 

So that there is an abnormally large build-up of dust in 

a return airway. such as this in No.5?-- Yes, far in excess of 

your intake air. 

And this would be a continuous process, would it not, that 

this dust would be carried along there from the mining 

operations?-- Yes. It is continuous on production. 

You agree, of course, that it would be important to keep 

them stone duSted with a certain degree of regularity?-- Yes; 

to achieve a result. * * 

What knowledge do you have, gained either before or'after 

the accident, as to the degree of regularity with which that 

was stone dusted?-- I only know from the manager's information 
that weekly applications of stone dust were carried out. 
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That is this return air way?--, Not .this. particular air 
:way; within the mine. . 

I am speaking about the return air way?-- I can't particul- 
'arise that for you. 

Do you mean to say that youhave never asked, either befoe 
or since?-- No, I have not asked since, no.. 

Did you ever ask before whether the return was ever stenip 
dusted, and how often?--. Stone dusting Was generally discussed 

tofrom 

time to time. 

Did you ever discuss whether the return was stone dusted 
that is, back from where the men were working, you see, where 
the coal dust accumulates? Did you ever ask about how often 
.that was done?-- No, I didn't. 

And, of course, you would agree that the tests prove that, 

your lack of enquiry failed to reveal a dangerous situation 
there; is that right?-- More in particular the lack of 
testing of the efficiency of that dusting which was done. 

Well, you used that return air way, I think, on some 
occasion, did you not, in No. 5? Did not one of your reports': 
indicate that - that one that I tendered?-- Yes. 

That you used that?-- Yes. 

20 

So we have the situation that this fire was occurring in 
a place which was the return air way, of course, where the 30 

coal dust would be carried back from the face; is that right? -- 
It is within that return stream, yes. 

And the dust would tend to be spread by the air flow too 
.would it not?-- To some extent, yes. 

All the ingredients existed for a serious catastrophe 
:there, 'did they not, when that fire broke out?-- Not particularly 
.more at that point than any other point. 

Well, why not more so at that point? This was in the 
return air way where there was more dust than in other parts 
of the mine in a mine where the stone dusting was insufficient. 
.Why wouldn't you say that the ingredients were there more so 

than in another part of the mine?-- Well, ingredients under 
insufficient stone dusting are either sufficient or otherwise 
to prevent the promulgation at any point. 

Do you think there might have been the possibility of a 
tendency only to stone dust the areas around the working face 50 

and the conveyor, or something like that, rather than bother 
about the return air way?-- There is always the possibility 
that some roads may receive perhaps more attention than others. 

And others may receive loss attention than others? -- 
what is always so where roads are multiple. 

Now that you know there was a danger from coal dust in 
that mine, would you tell us what passed through your mind in 
the hours when you were at the nine on that night of the fire 
what passed through your mind as to safety in relation to the 
possibility of a coal dust explosion? Did you consider the 
possibility of a coal dust explosion?-- Not a coal -dust 
explosion, but there is always an awareness of an ignition 
source vested in a fire whilst fighting fire underground. 

You certainly had a fierce fire blazing here, did you 
not?-- Yes. 
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And if there is such an ignition source, then there is 
a real possibility of a coal dust explosion; is that so? -- 

The probability is higher under those circumstances than 
normal circumstances. 

tid you consider that that night - the danger of a coal 
dust explosion - or not?-- These things do enter your head 
and they do 

But ?-- Carry on. 

No; carry on. I did not mean to interrupt you, because 
I do not want to be unfair by cutting you off,,you see? -- 

And they do cause you to give some consideration as to your 

next actions. 

What did you do then if it entered your head that there 

was a possibility of a coal dust explosion? What did you do 

about determining the. seriousness of that danger? Did you 

make any enquiry, for example, as to how well stone dusted 

the No. 5 return was?-- It must be realised that during. this 

number of hours of fire -fighting which was taking place 

discussions were held to as much brevity as possible and in 

the channels whereby we were planning our next moves. All 

men were extremely busy and on the move. 

I appreciate that; and of course it should have been 

uppermost in the/Ands of yourself and the other officials 

,.responsible that that planning would have to incorporate 

safety as far as possible: is that not so?-- Yes, that is so. 

So if your planning was to incorporate safety and the 

poSsibility of a coal dust explosion passed through your mil, 
would you tell me if you did anything at all by way of 

enquiry or testing or discussion to assist you in considering 

whether the danger of a coal dust explosion was high or 

otherwise?-- No, this was not discussed and it was not 

Did you do anything?-- Nothing other than examination. 

What did your examinatieh reveal?-- No. instance: 

a fierce clean fire, a floor fire; No. 2: a pressure change 

culminating in a short circuit from the return tide of that 

fire back to the intake. 

Can I add:. with the possibility then of a gas explosio 

That is so, is it not?-- You can, if you wish; and thirdly 

the fact that the ventilating currents of the mine in respec 

.to No. 7 and their intakesto No. 5 were functioning normally 

-carrying fresh air down 7 to 5 via the 41 and 42 stone drives. 
50 

.And mixing with these clouds of smoke?-- Yes. 

Into possibly combustible mixtures?-- In this case 

dilution of those possible combustion mixtures is more 

important than concentration. 

- What did your observations then reveal in relation to 

the danger of a coal dust explosion?-- There were no symptoms 

within the mine that coal dust was being projected into the 

air. 

But there would be coal dust projected into the air if 

the recirculation caused an explosion?-- If an explosion 

occurred it would raise -coal dust. 
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They would be obvious things too, would they not?-- Yes, 

they are normal. 

What were your observations then relating to the coal 

dust situation that was there with those very real possibilities 

existing?-- . The coal dust situation was the same then as 

it had beenalways. 

Does that mean then that the analysis proves that your 

observations previously must have been quite erroneous as to 

coal dusting?-- No. The analysis proved that there was 

insufficient stone dust added, and this was proved at a time 

subsequent to this disaster. 

But the tests were taken before?-- The tests in fact 

were taken. 

And they proved that there was insufficient stone 

dusting?-- Proof was obtained from analysis, which testing 

occurred on these tests. 

The fact is that there was insufficient stone dusting 

when you were down the mine there on that night?-- It 
was 

proved to be so. 

And you said it was the same as it had been before on 

your previous examination?-- Yes. There was no change. 

Does -that not mean then that if there was insufficient 
. 

stone dusting at that time, there must have been insufficient 

on your previous examinations?-- Yes. 

How do you explain then .Thy your examinations failed to. 

reveal the adequacy or otherwise of stone dusting?-- 
Because 

tests were not taken and samples analysed. 

Is that the only way you can examine, that you can check 

for proper stone dusting?-- You can examine and 
make an 

arbitnaryjudgment perhaps of the sufficiency of 
stone dust 

by the whiteness strewn around the air ways. 

Then do you say you just made a simple error 
of judgment 

where you had been mistaken in your inspections: 
is that it? 

No, I have not done that at all. 

You were Wrong, were you not?-- That isproven. 

How do you explain it? Simply because you had no 

opportunity of testing it: is that what you are saying? -- 

Because testing had not occurred, and I didn't have that 

knowledge. 

Why hadn't testing taken place, apart from one 

opportunity shortly prior to the explosion?-- 
It was a function 

of management which apparently had' not been done 
to detail, 

or at all. 
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Who was responsible for that: failure?-- In all 'cases 
within coal mines and under the Act the manager is always the 
responsible person: 

. 
w Are you aware of the.situation in New South Wales about 

esting?7-. No. 

.As to whether or not there are 
who.periodically'go.round'the mines 

testers, dust samplers, 
sampling them? -7 No. 

The district check, inspectors of the miners were not". 
notified of this fire? -7. It. was not to my knowledge whether 
they would. or would not have been.because these notifications 
mayor may not be made to .them by the manager... 

There is no.requirement:for:them to'be- made -under the 
Act?-- No. 

Notwithstanding the:seriousness of'the matter you'did.not 
either make arrangements.for'them to..be notified, or check as t 

whether they.had-been notified?H- Correct. 

Do you know the position in New South. Wales relating to 
.that? --No, 

The report. thatI'havetendered.indicated that:therewas 
a fire in l969,' was it.not,which you 'investigated,.in the scenic; 

general area? -r 'We spoke within those reports of fire, heating, 
kerosene smell.. There was not 'a .flaming.active fire at.that 
period. 

There were already seals up,- were there not -Seals 

were erected... They had ;been erected before.... 

They had been erected before you inspected it 
various phases of this.examination,. 

Were these seals erected'for the pirpose.bf.containing, 
heating?,' Containing: sand preventing.of further heating. 

Perhaps 'you might indicate -where -those. seals were? -7. 
.the plan I. have. we mentioned No. 6. south.. 

Can you identify thosemore directly?:JLre they the..: . 

uppermost,seals.on No. .6 south?-- Yes, we had the out by seal. 

What seals were they?--H-We had initially seals along 
the return road in No. '6 south Bluff seam. This is where the 
incidence of some monoxide percentage occurred, and at a later 
date we did treat some leakage of out by seals or. maintenance 
of.out by -seals 'in the main return -airways. 

Had these seals been erected to contain heating, contain 
and prevent .further heating? - 

The area that is defined theseplans'as to the location 
of.the fire is just outside.a seal,:is it not, by.about 25 
feet?-- Will you say:thatagain? 

The area. that .is.pointed-teby an arrow. as being the 
location of the fire ---?-7 You. are using another plan. 

this Bluff or. Wright?, - 

.lamspeaking.about..the fire that caused this disaster?-:- 
Theseat of the fire-youare speaking of?.. 

Yes. That was a.short'distance from a seal 
Approximately 20 feet, 

was it not;?- 

And'that seal appears to be one of a number sealing off 
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1 a particular area?-- Yes, Correct. 

Do you know what those seals were for or why they were 
erected? Was it to do with heating?-- This is a story that 
must be told in relation. to this. There was some heating founI1 
within the progress of that panel which was contained whilst 
production proceeded further, and from that section withdrawal 
was made, and in the normal fashion this area was sealed by 
sealing the three roads. 

. 

. 

Did the heating burnt around any of those seals?-- Not to 
my knowledge. 

. .. 

Do you. know why the further seals were put up including 
that just outside the seat of the fire that occurred in this 
case? Was that to contain further heating?-- It is to mainta 
sealing whichjaay.become inefficientwith weight or crumble. 

Did it have anything to do with further heating?-- Not t 
my knowledge._ 

* You made inquiry of course from the mine officials as to 
the first indication of possible fire in respect of the fire 
that occurred in this case?-- yes 

'What information were you given in that direction as to 
the first indication they received that might indicatethe 
possibility .of fire in this area?--. This evidence I gave 
yesterday, but I will repeat it. 

As being the first 
of fire in the area?-- 
.smell'which he with his 
the natural ventilation 

At -about 4 o'clock 
approximately. 4.15. 

And that is the first indication of any heating or fire 
that was had in relation to that,area?-- Something untoward.. 

And there had been no indication of any heating or fire. 
in that area prior to that time, 'within any relevant time? -- 
No, there had not. 

When some of the workmen were working en some of. those 
seals there is evidence of heating prior to the fire, is there 
not, to the extent that one of the workmen, one of the miners, 
took off his shirt?-- Yes.. He indicated that the area in 
that particular drive was warmer than that in the other two 
drives or the other drive. 

Would you agree that with changes of pressure outside a 
seal you can have a breathing through the porosity of the coal 
or in cracks in the seam which will sometimes. cause fire or 
heating inside to increase, and sometimes to reduce, depending 
on whether. the breathing is in or out?-- If there is a leakaGc 
or change in pressure it certainly will 'make differences to the 

contained atmosphere. 
. 

So if there had been. heating' inside that sealed area, for 
example when Mr. Abraham was working 'on theseal'he was workimi 
on, the heating in there might be temporarily abated becauSe 
of the breathing process; is that right?.-- To the best of my 
knowledge and the information I have been given, the purpose of 

that work was to consolidate the, face of the stopping to prevcLt 
any possible breathe or preclude air. 

'Would you now answer the question? If there had been 
heating inside that sealed area, and if there was breathing, 
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it might account for the 'possibility that Nr. Abraham might; 

not have felt any heat when he was handling it?-- There is 

always the possibility of a'sectionof.stopping being perhaps. 

that much warmer. than.another. 

Or that much cooler? -7 :Yes. 

Night I suggest to you that 'the 'extent to which this fire 

enlarged itself would suggest very strongly that it was not 

simply from spontaneous' combustion in a heap of coal four to 

six feet wide, but:that.the' rapidity of the spread of.the fire 

demonstrates that-there:was _much More than that? 



 MR. CALF I do not think that was the evidences 
I do not want to interrupt; but the evidence was that the 
dimensions of the fire, or the dimensions.of.the glowing 
area were about six square feet; not that the heap of coal 
was 4 X 6. 

BY DERRINGTON: I stand 'corrected; that the glow 
was 4 to 6 feet, as I.recall it. /as that the figure. that 
was mentioned to you?-- That was the figure, yes. 

That is 4 to 6 square feet; not in width, of course. 
Now, I suggest to you that spontaneous combustion of 4 to 
6 square feet could not have enlarged itself with the rapidity 
with which: this did?-- 

. It is my opinion that from sufficient 
temperature .with the onset of that fan, ;that it. could have 
done. - 

.You see, I suggest to you that in view of the results, . 

the very rapid spread of the fire and its progress, and the 
fact that it was so far out. of control, :would make much more. 
probable the proposition that .there was a heating and .a fire 
behind those seals which.burnt its way through?--. On the 
evidence that I have.been.given, on the questioning of all 
the people who have. been &oncerned, there was no evidence 
that heat existed in that particular road or spalled rib H 
coal prior to that incidence of kerosene smell discovered at - 
4.15 and .the sighting of the glow at :approximately 6 p.m. 

. . 

. 

But nobody had seen it for quite a long time. Nobody 
had seen thearea for quite a longtime prior' to then, had . 

they?-- To the best of my .opinion, the area had not been 
examined between 3 a.m. on Saturday the 29th and discovery 
of fire glow at :6 pm..on:Sunday the 50th.. . 

. 

.It would ho plenty oftimefor fire or heating behind the 
seal to eat its way through and under the .fallen coal to 
come out at that particular spot, would it not?-- In my 
opinion, that fire would. manifest itself :in closer proximity 
to the seal around' which it burnt. 

. 

. . 

Fire sometimes 'does not com to the surface of a heap. 
of coal immediatelyabove..where-it begins,' 
Not essentially.' 

A - . 

. . 

And,'-yu'seel.accordingto your account, 'which I.do not. 
cavilat,..you say that Nr.-Lawrie had told you that it' was 
a small'andiUnimportant.fire.. Is that right?-- Yes.. 

. . If your thought is correct as. -to' the cause of it, that 
was a very gross error of judgment,. was it not, in view of the 
results that occurred?-- In view of the results, yes; but 
in view of experience with fires that are 4 to 6 square feet 
of area glowing in a heap of coal, I would not regard that 
as aserious.fire at that point, at which you observed that. 
It is in the incipient stage. . - ' - 

Because.all of your experience teaches you that such a 
fire as that could not produce a blast such as occurred in 
this case, does itnot?--- No, it. does not. 

If your experience.does not teach you that, then it means 
that Nr. Lawrie's view that it was a small and unimportant 
fire certainly was far from being a conclusive opinion?,- 

MR. GIVEM: I do not want to interrupt - and'no.doubt my 
learned friend can get these things otherwise.- but I think 
it is perhaps not; quite right to ask the witness to comment on 
the propriety or accuracy of another person's opinion at a 

particular stage. It will be a matter for you gentlemen to 
consider in due course whether that is so, but I do not really 
think it helps very much to ask a witness to sit in judgment, 
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as it were, on another person's estimation of a particular 
situation. 

.THE WATMEN: No, I agree, but I do not know that he was 
actually doing that at the time. 

MR. GIVEN: Po, but my learned friend can get all he 
wants another way. 

THE WARDEN:. He may have been on the verge of doing it, 
but .1 do not think he was quite doing it.-- 

rJL DE1?RING(.1201.T: I would like to take Up this point 
because we do not know whether Nr. Lawrie in giving evidence 
is going to say, "I was perfectly justified in my concluSion." 
.or not. If he says that he was perfectly justified in. his 
.conclusions, it is proper for another, man with the experience 
that thismansays he has to comment on whether that is a 
proper judgment or not. It is not a matter of hr. Lawrie's . 

.opinion generally.: What is in question. is Mr. Lawrie's. . 

judgment of this matter which led to these ultimate conclusion 
Surely I am entitled to ask. this witness to say whether he 
thinks it is a. proper judgment exercised by another person; 
because his judgment was a vital factor leadingto'the ultimat 
conclusion. 

. * 

THE WARDEN: Yes, I,agree. The question is allowed. 

. MR. DERRINGTON:_ Could I have the question.read again,. 
please? 

' (Shorthand notes of relative passage -read.) 

WITNESS: We must deal with this in point of time. 
A fire of 4 to 6. square feet in area at that particular point. 
of time, and all. 'conditions being equal, would not assume., 

prodigous proportions.' 
, 

BY MR: DERRINGTOW: But. all conditions were not equal, 
were they,raccording.to You?--:GubSequent conditions-- . 

:Weir, the Conditions even then were.not.all equal, 
were they?'.Is that, not our explanation .for how the fire: 
enlarged itself; that conditions were ripe for such a 

situation, and that, is how you explained that the small fire 
became'a.raging inferno?-- At this point in time we have. 
reached a fire stage or glow' stage the application of a draft 
of air such as .induced by a mine fan apparently did rapidly 
change that condition., 

. . 

Well, do you say .then that - obviously, the fan had been 
blowing' for a couPle,of hours when hr.. Laurie, saw it at 6 
o'cloch?--- Approximately an hour and a half. 

. 
. 

Zo that when he saw it, there was this fire 4 to 6 square 
feet with this fan blowing - right?-- Yes. 

It must he one way or the other, must it not? Either 
there must have been .the real possibility that that would ' 

enlarge itself into a.major fire, or there was not. Now; 
which was it? .Do you say that the situation, there in. that 
particular situation. was such that any man with experience would 
say, "Yes, that can 'enlarge itself in these circumstances"? -- 
Mr. Lawrie saw the fire in its incipient stage, and attempted 
to treat it in that stage.. This hour and a half or two hours 
let it go from the incipient stage to active - very active 
stage. . 

Would. you now answer the question? In view of what you 
say the circumstanCeswere, should he or should he not have 
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realised the danger that it could enlarge itself rapidly?-* 

He could have observed that it'would increase. 

'That it could enlarge itself very rapidly; should.he 

have seen that or not?-- Yes., he could have seen that. 

BY THE WARDEN; 'No, 'the question was "should", not 

"could"?-- Oh. 

MR. CALLINAN: For the record, I want to object to this 

question too. It 'is quite improper, in my submission, 
that this witness should be asked to make the findings, as it 

were of this Tribunal. 

THE WARDEN: I think the correct question would be, 

"What would you have done?" 

MR. GIVEN: Precisely. 

MR. CALLINAN:,Thank you. 

THE WARDEN: I uphold Mr. Callinan s objection to that 

extent. 

MR. DERRINGTON: I, perhaps, would like to reply. 

THE WARDEN: What he would have done; if it is different 

from what Mr. Lawrie did. ' 

MR. DERRINGTON: We have here a Tribunal which has to 

determine these issues, and if Mr. Lawrie comes in and says, 

"Well, as far as I am concerned, there is no reason why I 

should have expected this.", we do not have the benefit of 

this witness's oiiinion.. 

THE WARDEN: If you ask Mr. Hardie what he would have 

done,' and what is the. correct thing to do 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: Tam sure it cannot' be objected to this 
way: if you had been there.and had seen that fire,: could you. 

in those circumstances have realised that there was a danger 

that it would enlarge itself rapidly?- Yes... 

Were those tadtors clear to.yoU.-.woUld those factors 

have been clear to you that it could enlarge itself rapidly? -- 

I would be quickly decided'that firefighting should -:commence 

with the least waste of time. 

Nowl would you answer the. question? Would those factors 

have been clear to you or not?--. Where there is a fire 
and 

draft, you could anticipate spreading. 

As rapidly as this?-- Thi-s rapidity is over a period 

of fan -influence. not'lesSothan.afurther hour and a half. 
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It spread rapidly, did it not? n an hdur and a half 
it became active in the return. 

It spread rapidly, did it not?-- Yes. 

And became very fierce and large?-- Yes. 

THE WARDEN: Mr. Monger desires to interpose a question. 

MR. MONGER: I think this could clear up this point, 
Mr. Hall. 

BY MR. MONGER: When you first saw that fire, were you 
under the impression that it could have been put out?-- Yes. 

BY MR. DERRINGTON: It was certainly, according to your 
standards then at the time when Mr. Hardie saw it, and from 
his description, in such circumstances far from being a small 
and unimportant fire?-,- When I saw it? 

No, I am talking about the time when Mr. Lawrie saw it; 
in those circumstances it was certainly far from being 
unimportant, was it not?-- From the information, it certainly 
concerned him to the point of calling the rescue brigade. 

It was certainly far from unimportant, was it not? -- 
-Apparently so.. 

Did you consider whether or not the reduction in the 
power of the fan might have anything in the way of a 
deleterious effect upon the fire?-- I would have no informatio 
to indicate that it would. . 

Did you consider whether or not it might have a 
deleterious effect or did you not consider the possibilities? - 
I did not consider that. A responsible man was in charge of 
it. 

Do you have any details as to any tests relating to the 
volatility of the coal, in this,mine?-- Are you referring to 
proximate analysis? 

I do not know; what tests do you have? You said that 
this was a low volatile coal?-- I did not say that. 

Did you not? I am sorry?-- I did not. 

What did you say? 'What was the volatility of it?-- The 
volatility under analysis on an ash -free, dry basis is 37 
point something - 8 or 6. 

And what do you suggest that indicates?-- Medium to high 
volatile. 

In retrospect, what would you say as to the desirability 
of having a permanent rescue brigade?-- It would always be 
desirable within the limits and capacities of 'our industry to 
have a permanent rescue brigade resident at a station. 

Do you know whether that exists in New South Wales? -- 
I do know that it exists in New South Wales. 

On all of the fields?-- On a number of fields that I know. 

That certainly provides greater speed and knowledge for 
those involved; is that not so?-- It certainly provides greater 
speed and more intensive training. 

In this case what would you say as to the desirability of 
having a foam extinguisher at each mine?-- Not of paramount 
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importance at each mine, but certainly of prime importance 
that fittings are uniform to the point of the application to 
that which is held in emergency at the mine rescue station so 
that they can be rapidly applied. 

Do you know the position in New South Wales as to the 
presence or otherwise of foam extinguishers?-- No. 

Incidentally, when you first went underground -at this ' 

mine you spoke to Mr. Abraham and Nr. Levitt?-- Yes. 

They were at one of the stoppings?-- Yes. 

Was the door of that stopping not burnt out?-- It wasn't 
burnt out. 

You say it.las not?- To my knowledge it wasn't burntout. 

Might it have been without you having seen it?-- That was 
something I just could not know, otherwise it would have burnt 
the Polyrack which covered that particular trapdoor. 

10 

20 

You say then that at no stage,.as far as you were aware, 
was the door at which these particular men were working burnin4-- 
It was not burnt out, to the best of my knowledge. The 

Polyrack was still existent. 

Immediately before the exploSion when the rescue brigade 
went down accompanied by ordinary miners of Box Flat, the 

intention was that the miners were to erect screens?--- Yes. 

They were to be temporary screens,' wer6-they?--: Yes, they 

were temporary stoppings to -exclude air - at least, a high 

percentage. 

They were to be erected from what? --'From Polyrack 
screen material.. 

Just Polyrack screen material?7-.Yes,,and any necessary 
frame that, might be required. . 

Yes, of course. The only effect of that would be to.shut 

off smoke,. would it not?-- No, to cut off the air feed to the 

fire. 

Smoke on one side" and air on the other, ,-gild it would in 

no way - would it be a complete seal?-- It would have a high 

percentage of air deprivation to the .fire on that side. 

. 
And it would certainly haveno protective nature from any 

blast from inside?-- None whatsoever. ' 

And where were the mine rescue prigades to be when these 

miners were erecting these? The mines rescue brigade had 

split up into two teams, had it?-- The mines rescue brigade, 

as two teams, was travelling as one. 
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'42 and 41, which. were only a difference of 110. yards, one with' 
the other. 

Is it not usual for a brigade to split up, with one going. 
forward and one staying back as a reserve team to rescue the 
other if there is any trouble?-- We do, normally run them as 
a No.1 and a reserve team. 

Do you say that that was not to operate on that Particular 
occasion?.--» It wets not my pl,rog(Ativo. to orc;aniso the mine 
rescue boys. 

I did not ask you whether you were organising them; 
asked you whether that was to operate on that particular 
occasion. Surely that is nothing to do with whether you 
organised them?-- I wouldn't know. 

I was under the. impression -that you were present when 

.this plan -was made; -were you at all?7.- Yes9 I was present,. 

yes. 

10 

Did you hear any organisation being arranged about that? -2o 
No, I. was doing.other.things. 

How did you know that they were to go down together rather 

than split up underground? --Because they went together and 
they didn't.part. 

But they would not part until they got underground, would 

they? The two .teams travelled together and they would split 

up underground; one goes forward and the other one stays in 

reserve; so it does not mean a thing whether they go down 30 

together, does it?-- It meant everything in this circumstance. 

Are .you saying that the mine rescue brigade did not intend 

to split up underground?-- I was not given instructions - I 

didn't hear their instructions. Mr. Jensen was there. . 

They may have intended to do that?-- They may have or may 

not. I wouldn't know. I don't have knowledge. 

. And the miners who went.underground, of course, were not 

protected by any'breathing gear or suits?-- No. 

In respect of the stoppings that existed near the seat of 

the fire, and those'associated.with it, are you able to tell. 

the Court whether they had any provision let into them for the 

purpose of extracting air samples for analysis?-- No. 

What do you mean - no, you cannot say, or there were not?-- 

I l didn't look at them at that particular time, so it is not. 

within my knowledge to give evidence on oath. 
50 

If they did not have them should they have had them? -- 

Yes. 

Because the taking of air samples or provision for the 

taking of air samples is very important to determine - to 

just look t the other side of the seal, is it not?-- Yes. 

To assist in finding out whether there is a fire 
there or 

.heat inside; is that not so?-- Yes. 
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Did you hear what Mr. Lawrie said to Hr. Roach?-- No. 

On the telephone on that last conversation?-- NO, I didn't.. 

You must have been rather concerned when you spoke to 
Mr. 

Roach on the telephone?-- I was. 

Then he wanted to speak to Mr. Lawrie?.-- NO, he didn' 

Mr. Lawrie wanted to speak to him. 

I beg.your pardon. You would, ofcourse, appreciate that 

these men were underground a number of them - and that there 10 

was some emergency going on there?-- I was informed.. 

By Roach2-- By John 'Reach; that conditions underground 
at 

that point which they were to examine had changed, 
and my final - 

words to John before handing to Alex were, "That's it, John." 

Yes. And you werenot concerned to find out what the 

conversation was between Mr. Lawrie and Mr. Roach?-- he don't 

have that sort of time under those circumstances. I was out 

of earshot, and then we had an emergency movement,; 

When you handed the 'phone over to Lawrie, surely you. - 

'were still concerned with anything that was going 
on in. relatian. 

to the men underground?-:- Yes, but not -to .a second 
or three 

seconds. 

. But would you not want to .hear what Mr. Lawrie 
was saying 

Mr. Roach *in -those circumstances?-- 
No, 'not necessarily, 

Could it not have been very serious and important 
to you 

to know what. was being discussed between 
them, because there 

were fourteen men underground and an emergency 
in existence? 

Would you not want to know. what the mine manager waS saying 
to 

the leader of the men underffround?-- 
No. I accept any convers- 

ation between manager and John Roach as 
being of a sensible 

.nature, and. with mining knowledge behind it. 
I was not 

inquisitive. . 

It might have been of importance to you to know what was /Jo 

going on so that you could fit .in 
with, the arrangements, 'surely?. 

It seems to me to be rather strange 
that you did not find out 

what arrangements were being made between 
them, in those 

circumstances?-- Apparently the circumstances 
of the 'phone 

position and the deputy's cabin are not understood. 
The 'phone 

is located immediately inside the 
doorway on a bench within 

that deputy's cabin. A person standing at the doorway.and 

using that 'phone, to hand over to another. -person must either 

(a) step inside the cabin, or(b) step a couple of paces outside.. 

the cabin. 
50 

20 

Why would you have to step a couple of paces outside the 

cabin? Why could you not just remain behind 
the person answe: 

the 'phone"?-- There were a number of people in the vicinity. 

Between you and him?-- No. 
- 

Why could you not stand beside him 
and listen?-- I could 

have'done. It wasn't deemed necessary. 
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 CROSS-EXAMIUATION: 

BY MR. CALLINAN: At the outset there is one matter I 

would like to put to you. Is it not a fact that this mine' 
.was generally a very well maintained mine?-- It would be, in 
my general opinion, over the period of my inspecting of the 
mine, that it was a well organised and maintained mine, yes. 1 

1 

i 

. And a mine thQ man:.ic;,'.-,mont c.;: wh'i,ch WAC, c.iafoty -callcou6,- - 
I never found them otherwise. ... 

, 

. 

I . 

And, indeed, I think you said this: that Mr. Lawrie was' . 

co-operative - and you may not have used the expression. 
"co-operative", but you said he was a responsible mine manar-7,er;. 

is that so? --.Yes. 

. Did you ever make a suggestion to Hr. Lawrie as to any 
safety procedures or procedures generally about the mine whicq 
Mr. Lawrie declined to follow?-- No. Records re this mentiond 
stone dusting'have been made over periods which, under evidenc. 
have been put as being insufficient, and perhaps by analysis 2d 

proved to be insufficient. That is the ox matter, 

I will be dealing .with those analyses shortly. But one 
would make a suggestioneto.Mr.' Lawrie, and Mr. 'Lawrie 
invariably implemented it; is that so?-- That is so.: 

Just .some other matters: did. any the check inspector; 
or any of the union officials complain to you at any time 
about safety procedures at this mine?-- From time to time 
throughout.periods small things do occur, not as complaints, 
but perhaps as joint inspections of something between the 
check inspectors and ourselves, to rectify with. the co.eoperati_on 
of management anything that hasbeen discovered or .. 

In these respects also matters emanating originally from 
unionofficials, there was always co-operation of the mine . 

management, and Mr. Lawrie in particular; is that so?-- We 
have never run .to deadlock. 

The first time that' you spoke to Mr. Lawrie that evening 
in question, I think you mentioned,. was 7.30 in the eveninp;?---. 
Appro:dmately, yes. 

Could it have been earlier?--: I wouldn't know. 

You do not suggest that it definitely could not have been. 

'earlier?-- I just don't recall. Approximately 7.30. 

Your time 'of 7.30 is the result of re -construction from 50 
'other events that you had been forced to make; is that so? -- 

No; an approximation of time, not observation. 

At the time of the fire - I mean the days before it - 

the period before it. - fire -fighting apparatus within the min 
was adequate and had been brought up to all reasonable 
requirements; is that so?-- I had examined hoses and hydrants, 

and from a state of dissatisfaction over a period of years, 

it was brought to satisfaction initial dissatisfaction. 

Gradually- it was improved, and at the time of the fire 

we 'can take it that it was adequate and well-maintained?7- 
I couldn't verify that 1..)(3u1se. I was not at; the seat of the 

fire first. 

/10 
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'It had been before the fire on the last occasion?-- The 

last occasion I saw it. e 

The foam plus there are only for the mines rescue brirae; 
th.ey_ear_e_f_or_Ihaeepaapleho are uecially trained for the 
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operation?-- Yes. I don't know as to whether. or not the 
fire brigade has this. 

Those specially trained in the operation of them in 
coal .mines; is that so?-- The men are trained to use the 
foam machine, and do practise with it.. 

You mentioned a number of men who went down into the min.o 
with you for the first inspection?-- Yes._ 

Were these all senior men? You have already enumerated 10 
them; but were they in fact all senior men?-- If we are going 
to determine senior men, that team of rescue men certainly 
were senior men. 

Had .any man said to you - put yourself in the position 
that you were in that night - had any man said to you, 'I don't 
want to go down there."',.- would you have said that he ought to 
go down?-- No. 

Insisting that he go down?-- No, not at all; certainly noto 

sApplying this .question generally to all of the journeys 
down into the mine, did any one man exnress any dissent from 
the proposition that he go down into the mine?-- No. 

Would it be fair to say that the men went down as volunteprs 
'7-- Yes, they were volunteers. 

And you certainly -would not have countermanded any 
. 

suggestion by any one of them that he would not go,olewh?-- 
Certainly not. . . 

. _ 

Can we take it that at these consultations that were had 
from time to time, Cumulatively hundreds of years of mining 
experience was brought to bear on the problems that were 
discussed?-- Yes. There Were some highly experienced men with,n 
those conferences. 

Of the unfortunate men who weretrapped in the explosions 
had any of them been down on the last previous occasion to.tha.-;10 
journey that resulted in the disaster?-- Yes. John Roach had 
accompanied us and captained the team that went to 42. 

So that he had made his own observations when he was down 
there; is that so?-- Yes. 

Of those men who were trapped down below, apart from the 
immediately -preceding trip down, had any of the men been on 
atrip down before that?-- 1 don't think that there was anothesi: 
manc outside of John who had been on a previous trip. These 
fresh men in at a later pence, of time. 
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I take it that all of these decisions that were made were 
in fact unanimous decisions?-- If aunanimous decision is ono 
against which there is no dissent, they were. 

The men who went down. the Nines Rescue Brigade were 
not the most experienced men in observing and dealing with 
fires in this coalfield in this district?-- In my opinion 
they were . 

tho:1( 

Would they have known more about these fires and .how to 
deal with them than you would?-- They would know as much. . 

10 
Would they have had more practical :experience than you in 

actually dealing with them? -7 Only proportionate with years 
of life. 

You have made the observation that when you won't down 
there you saw the fire being hosed by Jones and Rasmussen, 
think?-- Yes. 

And at that stage there was high pressure - water was at 
high pressure?-- Yes, 

And, I think, to use your expression, a good capable hose 
was being used by each man?-- Yes, a proper fire hose, one 
and a half inches diameter. 

You were asked a Question by one of the gentlemen on the 
panel as to whether you thought when you first saw the fire 
that there was a chance or a reasonable prospect indeed that 
it could be put out?--- Yes; but not with two hoses. 

But at that stage nothing seemed so far advanced that it 
was beyond being repaired by different methods?-- That was 
the opinion at that point of time. 

By the way, perhaps not in this mine, or indeed not on. 
this field, but was the occurrence of a fire such as occurred 
here unusual? Does such a heating occur in mines. from time to 
time?-- Yes.: 

And were the means taken to deal with this fire the 
traditional and conventional means which are usually applied? -- 
From observation of its magnitude at that point of time, the 
means which were brought to that fire would have, at least at 
that point of time of :its development, put it out. 

When you went down there you said you observed a clean 
fire, and the gases were being taken away; is that so?--- Yes, 
I think I said that. 

20 

30 

.50 The fire had apparently spread,-. but still the conventionaL 
methods seemed to be appropriate in the circumstances at that 
stage; is that so?-- The conventional method of water to the 
fire to me or in my opinion didn't present any danger. 

You also gave some evidence about some double doors 
vicinity of No. 35 telephone, I think it is?-- Yes, 

in -th 

And you said attempts were made to reach these doors; is 
that so?-- Yes. 

It was never actually established that these doors had 
definitely come open; is that right?-- No, it was not. They 
weren't reached. 

They were just regarded as a possible source of 
recirculation?-- The most probable source, 

60 

But, as you say, that was never established. Those doors 
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were co construeted that they should, provided the pressure 
did not become unusual or abnormal, close after they had been 
opened; they would fall shut - is that so?-- iney we -e 

desived so that the higher pressure of intake to the Jower 
pressure to return wouad maintain them in a closed positio,I. 

Had you seen those doors on any occasions?-- I had ,een 
the doors. 

They were adequate and ordinarily well -maintained doors 
when you saw them?-- Yes; except that in retrospect or 
in ;hindsight, if I recall correctly, they were wooden doors. 

I think you have expressed some views about wooden 
doors?-- Yes. 

But of the type, they were adequate and they were 
conventional doors; is that so?-- Yes. 

You have expressed some views that a coal fire or a coal 
dust explosion may have played a part in the multiplicity C 

explosions or in the occurrence of any one explosion, and you 
have e.y:pressed the view, I think it is fair to say, with some 
qualifications, that you believed that a coal dust explosion 
played its 'part?-- Yes. 

That is so, is it not? You also gave some figures for 
the dry ash -free percentage - the dry ash -free test, I think 
it is - to ascertain the velocity matter, the velocity contem, 
of coal in this seam?-- Yes. 

I think you gave the figure 36.8 or 36.6?-- 37.6 or 
something - the true figure is contained in the record. 

You would accept the publication by the C.ST.R.O. in 
relation to fuel research into this field? I take it you 
would accept their figure?-- Yes. 

7),-) 

. It is very close to yours. It is 36.4, in any event? -- 
Yes. 

8 

You would accept that as being the figure? Did you take 
any samplesof.material deposited about the tunnel mouths after 
the explosion?-- Yes. 

Were these samples analysed or tested in any way for theio. 

volatile matter content? Yes. - 

Have you got the results of those samples?-- Yes, they 
.were given. me. 

And what do they show?--- .They show on the mark that 
is some fall in volatile and some rise in ash. 

. 

There will be evidence on this, but if in fact the. samples 
showed a higher percentage than 36.4 - if other samples were 
taken apart from yours and they showed a higher volatile matter 
content than. 36.4 - what would your views be as to the 
significance or the occurrence of a coal dust explosion in the 
over-all pattern of explosions?-- I would think that we couldi 

assume immediately that that particular sample had not burnt 1 6° 

wholly or partly. 
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You do not think. that that might be some evidence that 

this was not, a coal dust oxplosion?-- Not to my knowledge of 
the subject. 

Would'you not expect -----?-- Excuse me. We have not 

determined from where the sample may have been taken. 
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If you make the asw{clyi;:i.on that it is probably a sample 
ratter which was ejected from the tunnel mouth - make 
that assumption?-- Right. 

Have you got any views about it, if that assumption, be 
correct?-- Then if the volatile were normal, then the 
condition of the ctust was normal c;oal dust: that's what that 
would 'prove. 

Night it not also show or demonstrate that it was ualike 
that there had been a coal dust explosion?-- It would provide 
evidence. 

Perhaps I put it too high. It would provide some evidence 
against the proposition that this was conclusively or definitel 

. J a coal dust explosion: would you agree with that proposition:- 
Yes, it. would at that particular point - the sample. 

If in fact the proposition I am putting to you is that all 
representative samples showed a higher volatile matter content 
in fact Luau 36.4, which you nave accepted as being a fair 
figure for this seam I think that from information 
received the matter of decrepitation during analysis of this 
material should be carefully watched. I don't give that with 
any expert knowledge but I pass it on from my conversations 
with the experts. 

You Gave some evidence about a suction effect that was 
observed after the first explosion?-- Yes. 

You recollect that?-- Yes. 

One would expect that with. that suction effect some 
combustible or explosive Gas which would be contained in the 
cloud of the first explosion would be sucked back into the 
tunnel mouth: would you expect that?-- I certainly did see 
black material being sucked back to the mine .- not at a slow 
rate; like that (demonstrating). 

Very quick?-- Split second-, 

And very possibly giving rise to a further mixture of 
combustible and explosive gases within the mine with some 
oxygen going in, and the further explosion?--- Adding to that 
which was already there. 
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' 
Precisely. At some stage of your evidence you were 

referring to the last journey into the mine, and, you made 

the statement that you were going to go down with them at 

that stage. Do you remember rring that evidence?-- Yes. 

What prevented you 'from goinrç down with the men on the 
last journey?-- It was merely a reconsideration from the 
remark made by Mr. Laurie that; a further look at plans was 
goin(L to ocinr, and :in acceptanco of some responsibility 
'chat inspectors of mines were better employed with officials 
inspecting plans than carrying laths and brattice and putting 
up stoppingbelow ground. 

Was it at that stage your intention to go down into 

the mine again at some time during the evening to "seethe 
progress that was going on?-- it was my intention to go down 

to the two teams on the last trip into 'the mine, yes. 

Did Mr. Lawrie signify his intention or willingness to 

go down again if need be?-- We did not discuss it, remembering 

that Ni. Laurie is a mine official and I am a public inst.ector 

You were in a position there to countermand any order 

'that miht be given.; is that so?-- I considered that I was. - 

There were suggestions by other witnesses, but there 

is no .question that smoke was coming anywhere but out of' 

the fan up until the last stages?-- There was no other point 
from which smoke.emerged,.other than the ovascee of the 
main fan. . 

We had a series of very massive e.)losions, 
result ; is that so?- Yes 

The powerhouse was damaged?-- 'Yes. . 

In your judgment and in your opinion, at all relevant 

-times prior to the explosion did it seem to you to be 

desirable to have the mine sealed off or the fire put out 
or this actual source of combustion dealt with effectivel 

Did it seem to you desirable to-do that? The proposition 
has been put to you by my learned friend that considerations 
of economics were the governing considerations?-- They were 

not discussed, as .far as I am concerned, anyhow. 

Did it seem at all on this night that this mine, unless. 

it were effectively and ciuiekly sealed off, might present 
somo sort of danger 'to the surrounding countryside and people 

about?-- No. It was just apparent and obvious that 'the only 

grip we could take on this f'iPe was by depriving it of air 

feed. 

in the I 

And temporary screens wore going to be erected?-- That 
was all. That was all the instruction given to lie., Len Rogers 

Would this normally be a quick and effective way of 

dealing with the problem.?-- It would not be the most effective 

way of countering this problem but it certainly would be the 

quickest. 

Making a compromise i assuming we have to make a comprom 

between expedition and effectiveness, is this the best that 

could be made?-- Yes this is .'the best; 

Could 'the men have been engaged -.and I am not talkir 

about, considerations of expedition now - at the tunnel mouth 

in actually sealing up the tunnel mouths near the surface? 

Night that have been a way of dealing with it?-- Yes. 

R) 
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Wcytd. that have taken consic longer to do? -- 
Considerably lcn;cr. Ind considr,rably more men. 

1Thre men right; at the tunnel face?-- Yes,, 

Normally would that ert of work be done 20 yards down 
into theturvael?-- It would be nocesary that you cute:c in 
by the portal to make a seal that would be worth *oldie. 

Because of the grade?-- Because of the measures and the 
timbering conditions and the fact that you have roof, ribs 
and floor. 

Would one have had to have trenching to make a more 
effective barrier?-- Yes. 

It was somewhat unfortunate, I take it, that this 
occurred on a aLl_nday evening because it was more difficult to 
locate and gather together the Tieople who normally would deal 
with this situation?-- It certainly would have been the most 
awkward time and the most disadvantageous time in the whole of ; 

the week. 1 

When eventually the mine was completely sealed up with 
earthmoving equipment that was obtained, how long 1 

did that take? ---Seven to eight hours, if I remember correctlyJ, 

This was a very big job I take it?-- It involved a lot' 
el filling to make a seal on the very steep grade. 

10 

20 

As you understand it , steps were taken by Mr. Laurie to 
*Ideal with this fire In your experience, have those stops 
been effective in dealing with similar fires in. this coalfield! 
over a period of years?-- In my particular experience with 

4, any of the fires with. which I have dealt I have never used fir 
Hlhoscs on those particular fires because they always needed 

sealing, for no other reason than this is the process which 
i'so adopted and carried out. 

With regard to this heating that occurred in the mine in 
i1969, you understand that that noting was effectively dealt 
with?-- Yes, it was.. 

Do you know. what means wore taken to deal with it, 
or what; steps were taken?-- Deprivation of air bystoppings 
and under testing conditions by draeger pump and tubes 

- indicatini:T. monoxide. 

There was a fire in 1969?-- I did not see any active fire 
at Box Flat; in 1969. There was'smell. 

Have you ever seen an active fire in Box Flat?- Yes.' 

When?-- In 1955, and I venture to say that 'it was as 

active as if not more active than this particular fire I 

observed on the o0ou. 

How was. it dealt with on that occasion?-- ' It was sealed. 

But you could get near it?-- Yes, on the return side 
to do that. 

The ineuiry adjourned at 12.'.:)P, p.,m. till 2..15 P.M. 
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Thn 112.0 r mimed -1 ') 

further crof,.2-eYained: 

BY M.. CfLITaYAIJ: Just one ratter before proceedin witl 
the narative: you saiC that when you cuoke to Tir. Lawr: 

1 so 
ho c- 

when you first spoke to him? Ye z on the telephono 
that you to understaDd that , was a small fire - 

I 

conversation, yes. 

You useC the word "unjmportant" - "an unimportant fire'. 
Do you remember sayini.7, that in evidence?-- Yes. "Not serious 
perhaps would have been a better expression.. 

kb. t: I an suggesting to you is that; the effect or the 
substince of what Lawrie said was that it was a fire that 
they thought they could handle?-- Yes. 

And that he did not use the word "unimportant"?-- No. I 

"Not serious" I think was more to the -- 
Yell consider obviously, from the evidence that you have 

civen, that this fire started, or one of the reasons why it 
started. was because the fan had been stopped; is that so? -- 
Yes, defin-itely. 

The fan had been stopped .on two recent previous occasions; 
without the occurrence of fire; is that not so? I will put 
the dates to you: 14 May 1972 and 16 July 1972, for 11 hours. 
and 9 and a half hours respectively?-- I wouldn't have knoled 
of that. They are not reportable to me.- The mine is not und- 
a comDulsory 24 hour seven day a week 'cycle. 

am goini,; to come tb that But if in fact the fun were 
stepped for those two periods which I have mentioned on those 
two occaions, would you still hold the view that the stoppau 
of the fan caused or started thiLl fire?-- Rathor rvay that the 
condition under fan stoppage deprived that which already held 
some heat of air to allow it to raise in temperature.. 
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Well, in any event, you are under no doubt that this was 

spontaneous combustion; is that so?-- That is my opinion. 

And that the spontaneous combustjon occurred in a heap of' 

coal which had spilled or fallen from the ribs or from the 

roof of that stop area?-- Yes. 

You were asked some questions by my learned friend Mr. 

.Derrington regarding this heating actually comm.encing behind 

the stop. Do you recollect his asking you this?-- Yes. 

In fact I think you gave some evidence about this, but ifl 1° 

the glowing area was only 20 feet in from the return - in othe::- 

words, not more than half we along towards the stop - -then 

that would tend to rebut that suggestion, would it not, that 

he made - that is, assuming he made that suggestion - that, the 

fire or the heating actually started. behind the stop?-- Yes, 

from the evidence of men who had worked there within previous 

shifts that the area of the stopping was cool,- I conclude 
that 

a fire did not exist in the locality of that stopping 
at that 

time not: many hours before. 

There is just one other matter that I want to elaborate oA 

somewhat. Before lunch I was asking you about sealing off 

the mine or the various tunnels by having men working just 

below the surface, not far from the pit head: do you recollect 

my asking you that?-- Yes. 

20 

I think you said it would take considerably longer to put 

up temporary barriers there than it would where the men were 

hoping to put up barriers at the time of the explosion: do you! 
:10 

recollect that?-- Yes. 
- 

Would it not have required a great number more men to pUt 

up stopping or to put barriers up near the pit heads?-- The 

sealing of four intake openings would have required more men. 

And more men, I take it, would then have been exposed to 

this danger at the pit head or near the pit head; is that 

so?-- Yes. 

And in fact some unfortunate men were killed who 
were net 

very far below the surface in No. 51.1 think it was?-- That 

is right. 

So that the tragedy could well have been compounded had 

there been men putting up barriers near the surface - putting 

up temporary barriers?-- I do think so. 

There almost certainly would have been many more men 

there exposed' to the danger?-- I do think that they would 

have been. . 
. 

. A number of questions were asked about stone dusting 
and 

the presence of coal dust in the air. When you went down 

into the return, at that stage did there seem to be any 

undue or indeed any disturbance of coal dust at No, 

there was not. It wa.s ventilation only. 

10 

50 

You were asked also some questions about the deposition 

of coal dust in the return. I suggest to you that this area 60 

beyond the fire and closer to the surface in the return. was 

not an area to which much coal dust was carried by the current 

of air; that the working area was too remote from this return 

area for depositions of coal dust to occur as a problem in the 

normal course of events?-- Normally deposition should be at 

its greatest closer to its source; in diminution as it 
proceeded 

back along that airway. . 

How far from the closest working face was the 
Lire?-- Nol 

1 70 
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less thla 1,800 yards. 

I will put the question again: was it not ;ho fact that 
there was little deposition of coal dust in this area in te 
vicinity of the fie and between the fire and the surface for 
the -return air?-- I couldn't asree that there was or there 
was not at this juncture. 

. . 
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Would you not oxpect there to be Only very small 

quantifier; of denosition of coaldust because of the 

remote-nes of this area from the working face, that is, the 

distance of 1,800 yard we have --oken Vie could have 

e:.,:pected lesser depositions ner do at that point than thr., 

return noint behind the miner. 

Vas this not also a foir ly moist mine?-- In some 

Places it was moist; in other places it was not.. 

The problem about using stone -dusting when there is a 

cimontj..ty- of moisture in the atmosphere is that stonedust 

becomes caked and does not servo the purnose it is designed 
to servc?-- That discussion has occurred. Lt is possible. 

.1\11d that is a problem from time to time in Box Flat? -- 

it has made a local problem on occasions. 

I suggest to you that in this return area in fact ono 

is having moisture carried into this area all the time because 

of the norma.1 ventilation of the mine?-- I could :not agree 

that No. 2 south area of the return was moist. 

That is not what I am sua:gesting to you. I am suggesting 
to you that in the return a great degree of moisture is being 
carried in because of the normal ventilation pattern of the 
mine?-- In the return you can expect high humidity of the 
returning air.. 

That is What I an .putting to you, and some of that 

moisture or humidity in the air remains in the atmosphere 
in that area; is not that so?-- Depending on the rigour 

of the .air leaving the mine.. 

This mine had a practice of running its fans seven days 
a week, 24 hours a day, unless there .was some disruption in 
the power supply?-- Yes, I knew that to be so'. 

It was beyond the normal statutory requirements? -- 
in this ease , ye 

And that was indicative of this mine owner's approach 
to all safety procedures; it would exceed the requirements? -- 
Yes, he volunteered, to do that; he was not instructed to do 
it. 

This return area had -in factiacoal roof, did it not? --- 
Yes. 

Seven or eight.feetof coal roof?-- In -excess of that. 

So that if a fall did in fact 'occur one would expect 

in that event coaldust to be put in .suspension in the air? -- 

Certainly. 

And if that contingency. occurred it is difficult to 

'imagine whether all the stonedust in the world could have 
arrested any explosion, assumin it was 'a coaldust explosion? -- 
This again is an academic question. it is a case of the 

percentage of the incombustible. 

Would you agree with this that if one had a fall of the 
roof there then it would be difficult to out in such a 
qumntity of coaldust as would have Prevented, all other 
things being right for the occurrence of this condition, a 

coalaust explosion?-- It would have been difficult to have 

prevented the initiation. 

Iam suggesting to you that even had there been a 
pore en -bag -c :Move 75 per cent, of incombustible matter in the 
TUrn 18. V9 
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atmosphere there it would have been difficult to put that 
(..::7Antity of incombustible matter throl:ighout the 'rettlin.., as a 

pzactical 2;lattr?-- If V5 ,per cent was added to a qucintity to 

which. had been added another 40 per cent., then'it would have 
been. effective. 

This is what I am puttiri, to you that with the 
advantaces of hindsight it difficult to imagine what 
3tonedustinr,; there would hove bcen effective to have prevened 
a coaldust explosion, if a coaMust (.,:plosion did occur-- In. 

the circumtances of additj:onal dust being raised in the air 

by a:Tall the estimation is a much harder one.. 
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Lnd if in fact there were a coal dust explosion, it seems 
ii ç]ir that additional dust did J fl fact cet into '...;he air in 
that return.?-- It would do. In the event of -a Bluff frill, 

additional coal dust ---- 

In very considerabl having regard to the 
heic;ht of coal roof above the airwa,?-- Yes. 

You mentioned :,;ome road duct Fw!Iplos which w:(.' ,;7.117(.11 

before p417, tragedy, but the results of which did not come 
to hand/Arcer. Do you remember that?-- Yes. 

Were they taken by qualified people or by stu6.ents?-- 
mixture, bolieve, of both. I am not familiar with all, of 
people in porson. 

It vas done as a training.programme, was it not, rather 
than as 'a means of finding out actually what the stone dust 
content of the air, or the incombutible content of i;bo 

atmosphere vas in the return?-- Initially at the commencement 
of a training or practice. 

In fact, the regulations in. relation. to the quantities of 
stone dust in the atmosphere were not enforced before this 
tragedy. Would that not be so?-- Mould you repeat that? 

The regulations in relation to the sampling of road dust 
were not enforced before this tragedy?--- To the point of 
mininE stoppage because of' the dust , no, they were not 
in. force. ,.. 

tba 

There did not seem to be any problem .at all as far as 

explosion, or combuLion, or heating. concerned. in these 
mines; is that so -in this mine, in particular?-- That problei.1 
is inherent in coal mines. 

But this did not seem a particular problem; is that sr? -- 
It -would be equivalent to the mines of the district. 

1C 

20 

30 

Would you look at this -letter- copy of a letter,'actually?-- 
(Shown to witness). ' 

You recoFnise the 'signature which is copied there? 
have not got; the origina.l, but -I -can produce it if.need be. 
It boars Nr. Bailey's siplature; is thatso?- Who is Hr. - 

Bailey?-- hr. Bailey is an inspector of mines employed with 
our dep;:irtment, and now inspecting the Ipswich mines during my 
absence from them on this particular accident. 

Were you ;.?:re that such a letter had been sent to this 
colliery owner?-- ketually, I as not. 

Are you. aware whether all of the other colliery owners on. 

this field ----?-- No, I ant not aware. . 

..... received ----?-- I have been out of touch in these 
matters. 

You do not doubt 'The authenticity of that?-- Not at 

111-CALLINAN: I tender it 

112. TaTnEY: Could it be seen by members of the 1a5-. 

table before it istmvIerec 

(Handedto Hr. Townsley). 

BY CALLINAN: Can.you tell no where the s111). 

road dust were t.'...kenftom before this explosion?-- The doeu 
concerning the positioning of the samples and thc! 
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that samplinc, I think has been A!quested by this court, and. I 

think is available. 

And it contains all of the available information-----.. 

Ciij,LINAN: This is the lot er. 

THE WARDEN: A letter from the nspector of IiirlOS to 

mannzer, Box 'Kai.: Colliery, is :P.:e.:11.i.bit 8. 

(dmitted and marked "7-vht 8".) 

BY IT CALT,INAN: In any event, we can understand that 
those samples were taken by trainees on v? ----- 

HR. DERRINGTOW: He did not say that. 

iTrilr'.;',"":: I did not say that. 

DE;ZRInTON: I must ebje-j Ny learned friend is 
puttdng :1.1; as though it had already been said. 20 

NR. a&LTANAN: He said it was part of a training programA. 

'MR. DERRIGTON: He said it could be taken by trainees 
or people who could have been qualified. He did not know whica. 

TiIH UMUTJ.:." The Witness beat you to it. He said. 

not admit that, 

2,Y NR. CALLIHAN: There were some trainees 'in some 
samples?-- There were qualified men and trainees in some of 

these e%cursions, as T. recall it. 

How many excursions were there?--. I can't recall to mind, 
on. oath, the number. 

30 

You do not know with what care or skill these were taken? -- 
Yes, they were taken with care and skill. The matter of 
samplinr; is not decreed to be carri6d out by a particularly 
specialised man,- but the method' is to be followed. Ho 

Are you familiar atall with a document compiled, by the 
Coal Industry National Consolidatio.Council Safety and Heal i h I 

Committee in Enland, and the final report of tho workinc part 
O n coal dust explosions published in July 1967? Itre you aware 
of it?-- Under whose hand was the coal dust explosions? 

A number of 
By the name of? 

eminont-authorities or members of the 

Willett Eisner, Hoyle, Saunders, Skinner, Tideswell and 
anless?-- I am not familiar with that publication - 

Would you accept this proposition which appears in the 
publicati o I por o 28, paragraph 85: study o the evidence now 
available sumests that a.mplin as carried out at present is 
not of its3.: en adequate mcans.of assessing the extent of t 

coal dust cxnlosion hazard in a mine roadway. While it can 
indicate that a lenrth. of roadwa:y. is in a dancerous condition i 

if the samples are below stm.kdard, it; cannot with carts ant;; aol 
the converse, namely, c:ive an .assurance that samples with 
incombustible contents above standard reflect safe conditis)ns.! 
Would. you acre() with that statement?-- I would agree with that 
but it does not produce an alternative. 

',That do you. moan. by that?--- lit does not sugcest a better 
manner of sai .ling. 

50 
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There was 310 machinery used in this return. Is that not 
-the:x!.a ito , 
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No conveyor belts in this return?-- 1 . 

Sources, or wh.=t mil. .6 be reEarded as sources of heat, 

or the generation of are iT;enerally absent from this 

return airway Other than contained fuel, which is coal.-.. 

but do not fires more often than. not, when they 

occur,occur in close proximity. to your belts?. Le not 1 , 

the more frequent No, T could not agree. 1 woule, 

the more frequent causes in my time have been spontaneous 

heating. i 

10 

You do not rule out the possibility that the major part 

of the explosions, or the major causes were 'distilled gases 

produced by the burning of the coal end: the mixing of those 

gases with oxygen?-- That certainly would have participation. 

You see, can you pOint to onpicce ofevidenceto show 
that this was a coal dust. explosion? Can yougive me one 

piece of evidence to demonstrate that?-- We Can only 
accept 

the fact that we do have residue -analyses which show 
the .rise 20 

in ash and the fall .in volatile of some dust collected. 
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Could T see thosci? Jisvo you cot thosr,7-- I think they 
were mentioned an beinc producuble by someone more speciali, ( 

a 
erhaps, then myself in. the evidence. 

MR. GIVEN: oqmething was rais.c , I tbd., about this 
,is morninz and I owe an apOlog7 ..;o somebody for tbe answer 
ahich I P;ave. I intimated, 11. t;hink9 that I was in possession 
of some information which related only to tests of sal.pies 
6,Ji.on after the explosion., 1 was not right 'chore because the 

; document which. I have in my possession does in fact refer to 
analyses, i take it, after the accident and Some samolcs tah 
L efore. I understand that this document does no contain 
anything like the full information which was bei ,00ken about 
earlier today - that is to say, liii I information with regard 
to nil o.0 the tests - I am sorry; full information reflardins 
the tests which er made from the sanples toen before the 
accident. This document relates only to three tests. I would. 

succst that I tender it at this stace. It is attached to 
a brief statement by Mr. Couper. who is Senior Chemist with 4 

Gow,rnment Chemical Laboratory, Brisbane. It relates to testa. 

of six samples, three of which were taken, as I understand it 20 

after the disaster and three before, In relation to certain 
questioning which has taken place as to, shall I say, the 
authenticity or the reliability of the samples taken before 
the accident, perhaps that the Board should keep in mind that 
these are the results of those three tests. I would anticipate 
that lir, Coupor-----, 

HR. CALLINAN: I think we may be talking about samples 
of different things. AS I understand it, we are talking about. 
road dust- samples taken prior to the accident. 

30 

NR. GIVEN: Yes, this refers to that., 

MR. CALLINAN:. I think Mr. Hardie is referring to samples 
of material taken after the accident but not on the roadway. 

rijR. GIVEN: This document contains both, the th:ree tests 
of material before the accident and three taken after the 
accident. The first three relat to the tests of materials 
before the explosion and number 5 is specifically referred to 
as, "Sample of Box Flat No. 5 supply roadway dust taken in 
-July 1972," Then there appears, "Composite of three samples 
of Box Plat No. 7 working area; roadway dust, taken in July 
1972." Obviously this is going to be of some interest, So I 

tender it now with that reservation in relation to the 
reliability of the samples taken. I tender, therefore, a 

statement by Mr. Coupor, dated 20 October 1972 and an 
accompanying memorandum dated 18 October 1972. I understand 
the representatives of the Department of Minos have a few spare 50 
copies which they are able to distribute. 

HR. TUviNSLEY: One. 

Ex.9 (Admitted and marked. "Exhibit 9".). 

BY HR. CALLINAN: In any event, that is the evidence you 
say which sucests that a coal dust explosion played its part 
the results which have .come from the Laboratory; is that so7--1 

They suu...:ost that coal was burnt in the oxplosion further 1 

, 60 

susgosting that it took part in the explosion. 

Is there any other evidence to which you could.point?,-- 
Nothinri, other than the multiplicity of the explosions which. only 
szoststhat the more violent coal dust explosion did take par 
in .that series. i 

I am suggesting to you that those explosions woro essentitialy 
a distilled gas explosion; perhaps somo coal dust .explosion 

1 

or explosions played its part or their part, but more probably1.10 
- 
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than not the explosions were distilled as exp sions?-- On 
tht: evidoncL) blao2*: dust oloud which forlded on the firs 
exmosion from No. 7 man and the dull red flash 

- 

wh-!.ca accompanied that explosion I soP a paraIlol exp)osi&I, 
or conflagration to that which T have eyo-itnossed in tho 
vertical holes drilled in open --cut places in t Central 
Queensland mines whore I believe those shots were stemmed 
with coal dust -a simiia exciosion. 

is your further evidence on which you rely 
this statement?-- Yes. 

ho !flake. 

Have you arty doubt that a distilled gas explosion played. 

its part?-- The term 'distilled gas " ------ 

You know what I mean by that - a specific 
?-- Derivatjves of coal.. 

------distilled off the burning coal, mixed with oxyg 
It is my opinion that volatile hydrocarbans did takepart 
thP initiation of this chain of explosions. 

' 10 

r? -- 

Did any union official over complain to you or any miner 
ever complain to you about the lack of stone oust in tais 
return within thelast three years?-- No. 

Minors from time to time approach you about matters which 
they regard as creating hazards?---- Any miner may make a 

complaint to an inspector. 

And you have nevbr had a complaint about any lack of 
June dust in the return where'the fire broke out?-- Not in 
that; rPgard.. 

I put to you three years; but over any period, did you 
ever ha,.re such a complaint?-- No, I haven't. 

Who is hr R.J. Murphy? .Do you know himi-- Mr. Ron Murphy? 

Yes?-- Ho is one of the miners inspectors with the 
Q.C.E.D. working in this and other districts, and he is in 
Court with us. 

20 

30 

10 

Can you recognise his signature on this. notification? -7 
Yes, I would know it. 

Dated 25 May 1972?-- (Handed to witness) Yes. 

There is a report; there; do you know to what area that 
report refers?-- I would assume from reading that report, that 
without determining any particular section, that Mr. Murphy ca o150 
all of the working section during that inspection. 

You have not lost the place, have you?-- No. 

MR. CAILINAN: I tender that. 

NR. DERRINGTON: What is- it? 

MR. CALLTNAN: It is just an entry that Mr. Murphy found 
things in order when ho inspected it.. 

Ex -.10 

MR. DERRINGTON: An entry in what? 

CALLINAN: In the mine record. boos. 

(Admitted and marked "E..)c.hibit 10".) 

. MR. DERRINGTON: I do not know what the standard would be 
in relation to objections, but I would object puroly to an 

60 
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assumption unless, of course, th2 witness points to something 
., ,. that supports the assumption. I W01/10. sUbriaiI; 1/4.1,,tc 

assumption does not get us. ahywnero. 

11.R. CALLINIut: it is not en assumption. 

DERRINGTON: m 
-i-hat is what the man said. 

TU.% CALLTIULN: Because the words speak for thomselves 
and this inquiry can draw whatever inferences it wants from 
the rel)ert. 

TED; V!J?DLI\ I am admitting this as Exhibit 10. 

NR. DERRINGTON: I am not objecting to the admission of 
the report. I am objecting to the answer which the witno-ss 
gave as to an assumotion. It is merely an assumption without 
any grounds to support same. 

\111..PiDEN: Ye. 

BY ER. CALLINI:N: liould you look at this entry also in. 
the m:litcie record book. It bears the signatures Tait and 
Stuer. Do you know those?-- Yes. 

Who are they?--. The late Nanrie Tait w(7,s lost in the fire 
but was at that data a Q.C.E.E. minors' inspector and John 
Stumer was the :local man, the Box Flat miners inspector with 
that pari,icular brdnch. 

To what area is reference being made there?-- No. 7 north 
and No. 8 south dip sections and conveyor belts of this mine. 

KR_ CALLINAN: I tender that entry also in that mines 
record book. 

NRO DERRINGTON: The date? 

BY IJR. CALLINAN: The date on it?-- 15/12/70. 

(Admitted and marked UExhit 11"0) 

NR. GIVEN: I3ight we have a look at that when it is 
convenient? It might be more convenient later. 

BY NR. CALLIJAN: This appears to be en entry of yours 
in the mines record book?-- (Shown to witness.) 

Do you see that? What is the date of that entry? It is, 
in fact, your entry, is it not?-- 17 November 1971 - it is 
my handwriting over my signature. 
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in that book on that day?-- Yes. 

I 

1U!. CALLINAN: 

(.Rdmitted and 

What area are you referring to there? -- 
Nos. 7 and 3 of Box Flat No. 7 Colliery. 

, ou make I reference Le stone dustinc; in that area th , 

time?-- Not on that particul:ir date . 

North sections 

There is a_reference to stone dusting in that on, 

--ere not - stone dusting as beinvi carried out rcgu 

there not an entry to that effect?- "stone dustin 
No. 7 is being carried forward regularly.. " e. 

in 

L _ 

That was the observation that you made and thatyou recorq.ea 

I tender that entry. 

marked "Exhibit JP" ) 

BY ER- CALLINAN: The stone dust nrocedures in this mine 

were at least as good as any others in this district?-- Yes. 

Indeed, in many instances, exceeded the quantity and 

quality of that work?-- I have nothing other than eye to make 

comparison of that, but :it was at least - at least - equal to 

any other. 

2C) 

. T. have now been furnished with these samDles which were 

taken after the explosion of matter presumably deposited 
by 

the explosion in the vicinity of the.nit head. Do you know 

what I am referring to?-- Exactly.. 

You say you derived some support from these results in 
30 

the proposition that that was a coal dust explosion?-- I did. 

Coal dust took part in the explosion. 

I may not fully appreciate this, but I think you agreed 

with me before lunch that 36.4 on a dry, ash -free basis was 

the average percentage of volatile matters in the seam with 

which we' are concerned. Do you recollect that?-- Yes, I do. 

Do not these results indicate in every ease, upon an 

.analysis, that on a dry, ash -free calculation the samples in io 

every case show a greater volatile matter content 
than 36.4? 

Have a look at that, if you like?-- (Documents handed, to 

witness.) I think the method of making these comparisonsj-must 

be looked at. We have a linear comparison of samples I, 2, 

and 3 with other road dust and raw coal samples being 4, 5, 

and 6, if I recollect correctly. We see that in samples 1, 2, 

and 3 in equal comparison one with the other, without referen(e 

to the ash -free dry basis, on a proximate analysis we have 

ash percentage of Ho. 1 of 33.4, an ash -nercentago for No. 2 

of 43.6, an asl . 
percentage for No. 5 of 47, as against the rav 50 

coal samples in proximate analysis of 25.2, 
51.6, and 20 

per cent. These are the comparisons that we are makin on 

those particular amoles. Volatile matter in turn, samples 

I, 2, and 3: 25.2 22.5, 25.2, as against 29, 37.3, and 29.6. 

I will put this proposition to you. We know that the 

average volatile matter content of this seam 
is 56.4 on a dry 

ash -free basis; is that se?-,. We miE;ht vary that figure from 

our own inforation, and I think that; this is within our file: 

56.4, 37.5. 
60 

I think that was the figure, without refornoe 

to the ---- 

. You do not accept the C..I.R.O. fuel research pamphlet? - - 

We must; accept themore.recont analysis by our chemist. 

. 

, 

),.0, . i° .,_, j_.4-,, -- Yes. . 

1 
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now many samples of matter taken after the explosion 
below that percentage on a dry, ash -free basin have we?-:-. 

I think that this is a matter£L- discussion ----- 

Just answer -9- qu stion, )..eaE.3e. How many have we got 

below 37.8 taken after the explosion?-- We don't have much 

in that regard. 

Do we have any?-- No. 

';iould you not expect in a massive coal dust explosion 

that you would have been able to find one sample of material 
deposited by the explosion shoWin a volatile matter content 
reduction as a result of the explosion below the average 

percentage in the seam?-- I think in the not that were mad 

here on comparisons we have 

I am not interested in the notes I am asking you your 

opinion. ',:hat is it? Do you agree with that proposition, 

or hot? Would you not expect to be able lo produce one samnle 

showing a reduction -below the average?-- It would he beyond fly 

knowledge to give .a "Yes" or "No" on that. 

One final matter: I do not want to ask you anything more, 

but at any stage had it been thought that there was any danger 

env risk of life or limb to the men who went down on that last 

journey, would anybody there in your opinion have required 

them or .,!anted them to go down?--- Of. course they :Would not.. 

BY NR. TOWSLEY: Just on one.matter that my friend has 

been asking you about in regard to this percentage of volatile 

.matter: do you have that table before you?-- Yes... 

The table which has recently been made an exhibit. if,y 

friend was asking you was there in existence any of the matter 

recovered after the explosion that showed a percentage less 

than .37.8, I think that is what he was driving at?-- Yes. 

When you said "none", what are you referring to? Would 

you tell me?-- I was simply not further thThking in this 

particular matter, but we do have specialised chemists who can 

g:ive expert evidence in this regard rather than answered by 

an inspector of mines.. We do have expert witnesses coming 

forward. 

Were you looking at a particular figure on. some document 

in front. of you, when you gave that; answer?-- On the first 

page. 

10 
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50 

I am in to know where you were looking when you 

gave that ansWor?-- I was looking along the proximate analysis, 

Lobki at the heading "volatile matter per cent."? -- 
Ye( 

1, 2, and 3 are the samples scraped after the e-Y:plosion, 

are they not-- .Yes. 

And they shoe percentages - the document speaks for 

itself - 23.2, 22.5, and 25.2 Is that what' you are loch. 

at?-- That is exactly it, ys. 

60 
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You are lown at the recalculations -' these 

results?-- I am now. 

And you a -e looking at volatile mrt.tter 
per cent. 

in one - No. 17-- Yes; 45.45 No. 2. 

.A 
1+ 51 in No. ,-- Yes. 

717 C 
:2009 

Those th_rea aro the samplco rocovored after 
the 

xplosion7-- Yes. 

SUpDOS3 those figures speak for themselves, 
do they?-- 

Yes, they do. 

Could ihave a look at that document you 
have been 

going on?-- (Shown. to h e Townsley.) 

Then your answer that no one of those 
samples was below 

37.8 really could not be correct, 
could it? 56.5 -----?-- 

when we accept 37.8 and we favour 56.4. 
We have to 

of 

on 56.4. That would not be correct. 

? 'Oc" jU P or 

If I may just backtrack briefly to some of the cress - 

examination that occurred earlier from 
my learned friend rJr. 

DorrinF:ton? In particular I want to draw 
your attention. to the 

sugestions.that were put to you about what 
went through your 

mind and your thoughts, particularly of the possibility of an 

explosion, or the probability of an explosion, and also 

the question put to you that you. had not thought of a coaldust 

explosion - questions along those lines? 
--.Yes. 

What was the object of going down, 
looking at this fire 

and, for instance, first of all hosing it? What was the 

O bject of that?-- This is the instance 
of Pir. Lawrie and hr. 

Rasmussen? 

Yes; hosing the fire. What was the object of that? -- 

To hose the fire out. 

And once that had occurred., what effect would that have 
on 

au potential explosion?-- Eliminate it. 

Taking it back a bit further, the attempts 
of you and 

others to go down and.place stoppings 
at certain positioils 

if you had been successful in doing that, 
what would be the 

on result of that --To watch for a diminutionof that fire 

resulting from a reduction of air feed. 

Supposing the stoppings had been successfully 
placed where 

you wanted to place them, what would have 
been the end result 

of that?-- That the fire should have started to 
diminish, 

or the evassee should have carried perhaps 
a lesser quantity 

of smoke over a period. 

And what effect in turn would that; have on the potentiali 

of an explosion?-- It would have been a stage where careful 

watch could have been kept without jumping 
into the breech 

whilst this is was made on the diminution of the air. 

Would stoppings successfully placed where 
it was intended 

to place them increase or decrease 
the risk of explosion?L- 

If anything, possibly increase. 

And with what ultimate end in view 
if such an explosion 

occurred?-- Approach to the mine on scaling of 
the airway 

from l s feed would not have been immediately made. 
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. What was the ultimate object of the stoppings that were 
desired to be placed in those three positions you have spoken. 
of?-- To rob the fire of air feed and reduce its vigour. 

You say that an explosion still could have occurred. 
nevertheless?-- An explosion is always a possibility to any 
remoteness where you have fire in a mine - a possibility; 
not a probability. 

Was there hope that ultimately those steps would 
extinguish the fire?-- That was the object. 

And eliminate the possibility of an explosion? -- 
That was the object of the exercise. 

You have assisted in fighting how many fires in your . 

career?-- Without looking up records, a couldn't count them. 

Well, i.,T3 it scores, or hundreds?-- It wouldn't be 
hundreds, but it would be a score or more. 

Any of them in circumstances comparable to the set-up 
,that occurred on this occasion that is, the type of tunnels 
land so forth?-- Yes, but not in a comparable, say, position 
!within- the mine in length from the surface and from the 
'faces. 

1 "Length from the surface and from the faces"? Yes. 
!In this instance we were approximately six to seven hundred 
yards, eight hundred yards, from the surface, whilst the 
'comparable fire dealt with would have been a few hundred yards 
;from the surface. 

Nevertheless,' you have been concerned in the fighting of 

fires in similar circumstances, except for that question of... 
distance?-- Yes. 

And have those fires been successfUlly'extinguished?-- 
'Yes. . 

Coming to this particular fire, was there anything that yo 
lean tell the Court About this fire which differentiated it, 
made it more dangerous, than anything you had grappled with 
before?--- This fire on observation was no more dangerous than 
any other fire we had grappled with before. It was vigorous, 
due to a vigorous air current.over it.' 

I think youhave already given evidence that at least 
one previous fire in Box Flat itself was at least equal to the 
presentone, may be worse?-- In my consideration, in thought, 
that fire was worse than this fire which I observed prior to 
10 o'clock.. 

And that one was successfully quelled?-- Yes. 

By methods differing in any way from the methods you 
were involved in using in this one?-- Firehoses were not used. 
The fire was not approached at any incipient stage. It was a 
rigorous fire when containment commenced, and the fire was 
sealed around and deprived of air and ultimately extinguished. 

It was sealed around and deprived of air and ultimately 
extinguished?-- Yes. 

Were the methods used on that occasion any different f'om 
the methods proposed to be used on this occasion?-- Not really 
deprive the fire of air. 

.By putting stoppings in tunnels?7- Yes. 

U 
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 'Again going back.to your first visit down No. 5 main 
where you were, as it were, driven back by Farrell's . 

indication that smoke was coming back down behind you down the 
intake - you.remember that point?-- Yes. . 

That smoke that you and the, others came back through, 
what Colour. was it?-- It had no 7. grey smoke. It had no 
x'eal. colour differentiation in the blacknessof a pit and the 
glow of your safety helmot. 

Anything different about that -smoke from smoke that you 
had encountered in previous fires? ---No. It was coal smoke. 

Had smoke come down behind you in an intake before when'. 
you had been fighting fires?-- Wisps of smoke, but not to 
that extent, even though this was not completely dense.... 

. 
. 

Another thing I want to ask you: what did you actually 
see that was burning? : You have told us it was a floor fire 
not involving the ribs or' the roof, but some timber was 
.catching: is that a fair description of it?--. Yes. 

What area in feet on' the floor was occupied by the 
substance on fire?-- The width of .the.board.or the drive.: 
.. 

. 

. 
. 

. 
. 

-,. 

- Which is ? Approximately 20 feet; fire on a heap. 
of coal on. the floor which rose ahead of us in that drive 
due to a canching which occurred at that point. 

And what does that mean, for the unitiated?-- A ledge . 

up; and loose.coal on.the floor as far as I could observe. 

Extending for how many.feet?-'X feet from mel and just 
beyond the throw of the firehoses of one and a half inch 
diameter and good pressure used by Lloyd Jones and Brian - - 

Rasmussen. _ 
. 

. . 

.. 
. 

. 

. 

. . 

. 

- . . . 

. 

. 

. 

. 
. 

I did not get the number of feet. What distance up the" 
rise?-- I couldn't .give you, an accurate estimate.of that 
distance. . .. . - 

. 
. 
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Not accurate, but any idea?--. Possibly 60 feet, but that 

is not an accurate estimation. 

Would it have gone up as far as the next tunnel into No.2 

South?-- It could have been roughly up towards that 
at least. 

Was any portion of the burning material up No.2 South 
Belt 

tunnel towards the stopping that has perhaps been 
mentioned? -- 

This we could not see. The intensity of this fire prevented 

your advances right to this point, therefore your position of 

viewing due to the'heat which would have been 
generated was 

keeping you 'so far back below that point. 

So that you could not assist us as to. whether any portion 

of that burning material was up No.2. South Belt Road?-- No, bui, 

we do have evidence that the .fire did first start or was first 

Iseen by Hr. Lawrie 20 feet in that road. 

So would it be reasonable to assume that in effect it. had 

gone.round the corner and then "up No.5 
return?-- That was the 

progression of that fire as has been described 
by various peop: 

And on the floor?-- I saw.the fire as 
a floor fire. The 

roof and ribs were not burning when I saw it. 

10 

so 
20 

Can we take .it that the hoses were not .doing 
any good in 

preventing its extinction, or was. it a fact that smoke was 

coming down No.5 intake and that caused 
that activity to cease'' -- 

The length Of time for which I was able to view the application 

of water to that fire was not sufficient 
to give an accurate 

and reliable estimation, but it. did not appear to me during 30 

that short time that the hoses were.in 
fact beating the fire 

but rather that the velocity of air. was 
furthering the fire. 

Is it a. fact that water 'would be the best quelling 
agent 

at that point and'in those circumstances?--- 
At. the. point of 

discovery of that fire and shortly after; 
it would have been. 

Would' it be correct to 'assume that if. Hr. Farrell or 

whoever it Was had not'said that the 
smoke was coming back dowl 

the intake of No.5 the hosing .wOuld have continued.?-- 
Yes, at. eio 

least for the time being hosing. would 
have continued whilst we 

evolved a further plan to take reduction 
of this fire and 

any spread it might be making. 
a 

My learned friend Mr. Derrington put to you 
the words 

"raging out of control". Is that en accurate description of 

anything you saw at any time?-- A dramatic 
description, but in, 

fact I.have given you the opinion- that I did 'have that the 

fire was beating the effects.of two 
hoses and it certainly was 

a blazing fire, the blaze running of 
course in the direction 50 

of the return air, the fan fire. 

Up to the point of your first retreat 
through the smoke, 

getting through the smoke and getting 
back to the surface,. 

had you seen any signs of coal dust 
dispersion which would givp 

cause for alarm or fears'for. the 
.safety of anyone?-- There were 

no signs of coal dust .dispersion 
nor would there be the abilit 

to see. any such thing in a haze of smoke. 

. 

Is there any instrument . 
in common use or issued to -mine 60 

inspectors or available in anyway 
to.test for the existence 

of such coal.dust dispersed?-- 
Not under emergency conditions. 

Did you or any of the others have 
any such'instrument 

available. at the time?-- Not for 
use with coal dust, no. 

70 



What indicia or what signs would you use to form the 
opinion that there was a coal dust problem in places where you 
work? Eyesight, nose, smell or what?-- Eyesight. 

What would you see?-- You would see fine coal dust on 
the roof,.sides, or.across the supporting timbers which you 
could gauge to be readily dispersable.to the air on any pulse. 

In the position whore you saw this fire and in the No.5 
intake that you were in and'. its companionway did you see any 
.signs at all of coal -dust?-- Coal dust exists in every inch of 
any mine passageway.. The only observation one might make woul 
be of a heap of coal dust or an abnormal 'accumulation of coal 
dust. 

Anything of that nature?-- Yes, that would attract one's 

You saw nothing of that nature in the area where you were 
looking at the fire and then retreating?-- No, I could not see 
anything of that nature. 

Possibly the plans will speak for. themselves as to how far 
these actual working faces are away. Are they right down at 
the end of the main intake?-- Yes,- and north and south of those 
.points. 

The history of it is that'on the second visit down people 
could not. get as far down 
correct. 

as you were down before?-. That is 

Because of this smoke coming' back against the intake up 
No.5?-- Against the companion intake, the 'companion or weaker 
intake of No.5. 

But it.was not: in the :main No It 
conveyor man and'supply.: 

was. not in the main 

That was the position on'the second visit? -- 

Again nothing to suggest anything different from other 
fires.that you had been involved with in extinguishing them? -- 
No, except thatwehad taken some pressure differential which 
had caused a short circuit of smoke' from the. fire to the intake 
and a backing up in the.weaker:intake to the extent of some 15C 
yards. 

question of degree as to. how serious it is? -- 

Had you not struck that before? --.Not under the 
circumstances of such a vigorous ventilation as provided at' 
Box. Flat. Yes, I have struck backing smoke on 'a number of 
occasions. 

In other words it is a: thing you find when you 'are fighting 
fires in mines?-- Yes... You produce a convbxion even with 
black smoke. 

And it is a 
Yes, it is. 

I think I have already covered the attempts to go down No.'7 
tunnel, and there again I think the burden. of your evidence was 60 
that on the last run that you went down on when you went into 
the first .stone drive 41, the normal course of ventilation, 
normal to Box Flat, was occurring, "that is intaking air from 

. - 7 up to 5; is that correct?, -r. Yes. 

Was there any progress of smoke against the intake coming 
down 41 stone drive, the last you saw?-- No. The. smoke was up 
at and equal with the Bluff seam level. 
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That is right at 
top of the drive. 

And not coming.downl the last time you saw No9'not 
coming down. 

./ 
Suggesting what? That it was going back into No.5?-- 

That the intake air was travelling its normal course up that. 
drive and down to No.5 intake as was its normal current 
'condition in normal ventilation of the mine. 

the extremity of the: drive?-- Towar 
. I 

c..th6 

And can I assume.then not coming into.7 in any shape or. 

form?-- There was no smoke whatsoever in 7. 

So, as Rogers put it; it was a fresh air job to go down 
again?-- Yes. 

Had you indicated that nevertheless certain equipment had 
to be taken down as a precaution?--. Yes. 

And if there was any change then everybody out?-- Yes. 
Production of oxygen against monoxide was available to men not 
wearing apparatus. 

In all of that upto the last contact that you had with 
those men was there anything to indicate anything other than 
normal potential danger off -an explosion that you have in a fire 
in a mine?-- That is exactly what the situation was. 
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Let me move on then to another area in which. you have 1 1 

p-Aven some evidence. fly learned friend Derrington. put' to 
you that you. were in -a position of-authority.to ensure the 
safety of men. That is my' note. I am subject to the Correctness 
of the transcript. Could. you.indicate to me where such a 
Position of authority .flowed from, or what you are referring t!o 

that answer? Is it some .section of 'the No, it is nob. 
It is merely a theritagel*.or custom and practice within our 
industry. 

.What is that custom or practice? Could you enlarge on 
.that More?-- That we do attend on call. mine fires to which 
reporting is not required for a period 'of 12 hours, but we do 
attend and assist with management and 'men, plus rescue men whe a 
required, in sealing-that fire or having, it extinguished. in 
whatever manner is decided,. and assist. management with those 
decisions where necessary. 

What I was asking you wasthis position of authority th,e, 

you speak of, are you speaking of -your precise authority under 
the Act, or of something beyond that?-- This particular thing 
is something beyond it, but.any dangerous practice could be' 
remedied by myself.. 

Againv.this is.a'matter of .law but under Section 66 of 
the Act you canlut a'requisitionon.a mine manager... Is that 
so?-- That is a blanketseetion, yes. 

And he hos to-attend.to i *is not.otherwise 
provided for. 

Were you purporting:to-exercise any authority over 
employees. of. Box Flat as such,direCtly?-- None whatsoever. 
I did not have that authority. 

-Vere you purporting; to exercise authority in what you. 

did at this mine with the mine rescue brigade men?-- No, we 
had an assistant superintendent with us, .and all I purported t 

do was give any assistance that he may require. 
. 

. 

Probably the tribunal knows this,. and the New. South Wales. 
.rescue stations havebeen dealt withlbut the members of this' 
rescue brigade in Queensland are volunteers.. Do "understand. 
that correctly?-- With. the exception of two permanently -at 
that time two permanently employed personS, the remainder of 
the rescue brigade are volunteers. 

And certain. provision is 
brigade?-- Yes. 

Which we can 

made .under the.Act about such a 

ER. DERRITTGTON: It might assist my friend if I mention 
Section 61 to him, which has not been dealt with. It might 
save him some time. 

TiR.-TOWNSLEY: think.wecan look.atthe Act. 

DERRINGTON: 
about. 

It dealt with just what you were asking 

BY Fa; TO\IM.-:J..,17,1.: In your positionout there, you were 
doing something over and beyond your precise duties as inspectc 
of mines by going down into .the. mine yourself. Is that se? -- 
Whilst this may have been so, it is something which we have 
been accustomed to doing right through the whole of my knowlok 
of the mine industry in my.life,,that is, inspectors. 

ThiS mines rescue brigade, its name connotes to the un- 
initiated that they deal with rescuing people from situations 
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. that have occurred, situations that have occurred. already, . 

that is, trapped men,. etc., and trapped .machinery, perhaps? -- 
Yes. . . . 

. . . . 

. .. 

Is the 'fighting of .fires any. part of their duty, in your 
experience, or is it something that they' ? In my 
experience, it has been most of the duty of mines rescue men, 
fighting fires. 

In the sense of trying to prevent the necessity of havini: 
to rescue people; is that the idea. of Yes, as the 
.safety men providing safe conditions as specialists for other 
people to work in. - 

Take. this particular instance. Were - any of thorn' actually 
employees of Box Flat mine?-- Yes. 

Actually current employees,.were they?-- Currently' 
employed, and doing duties with the rescue brigade, were 
Allan Derlin'and John Roach. 

. 

. . 

Just speaking. theoretically,: this need not necessarily 
be so? ---This need not necessarily be..so. at. 

It so happened in this case?-- Yes. 
. ' 

. . . 
- 

. 

. 
. 

. 
. 

. . . . 

. 
Again, you used the phrase from time to. time Privy' instrucLions", 

. . . 

or that you had administered certain instructions, as T. 

understood you. I. that actually so?: Would' you enlarge. on 
that a bit, Particularly.in'regard to Ni'.Lawrie's position .. 

as. manager o'f the colliery? Who was actually giving instructiodg 
?-- Management gave the. necessary instructions to their . 
employees as they required them to do work. Other plans were 
formulated in.the'form of a panel. comprised by mine -.,..: ... 

officials, rescue officials,' and oaptainsand.myself. 
. 

. 

. . . . 
. 

. 
. . 

Was .anyone. elected leader or captain of the whole thing, 
or anything' like that? --,.Under normal circumstances and- 
conditions, the manager .ofa mine is 'the man. in. charge of .that 
operation which .is going to save his. mine'. . , .. o 

' - 

. - 

Did Mr. Lawrie take this active part?-- Mr:- Lawrie 
accepted that responsibility, and did it to the best of his :. . 

ability. 
' ._ . . . . .','.. . 

. 

There is just one other aspect. You .arrived at. 25 to 9. 

or 8.30?-- Approximately .25 to 9. 
. 

. . 

It was a Sunday night, You hnd.received word, .first 
knowledge of all this, at' about quarter to' 9, or thereabouts?-- 
No, at somewhere ' .. ' ''' .:. .., . - 

10 

20 

Quarter to eight?--'At-somewhere in the vicinity of 
half past seven :or quarter toeight,'very approximately, .a' 
relayed message. *. . 

' 

50 

.You were away. from', iome somewhere?-- 'I was away from .home 

And you had to 'get transport, 'and make certain'arrangement3, 
and get to the mine.. Was that so?-- Yes. 

. Did you ascertain that 'some Considerable time before you 
got there, Mr. Lawrie and Mr. Rasmussen had, been down at the. 
site of this fire and-come.back up again?-- Yes.' 

- . 

. 

About what time 'did you believe or were you informed that 
they had clone that; gone'down.and come back up again?-- In the 
--natter of timings, outside of a few reliable people not involved 
dth tbis disasteri we are able. to piece together somethinr of 
a procession of events leading up to and after this disaster. 
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Accurate timinc.s arc difficult to obtain, and were difcicult 

to obtain because of. the aforementioned shocked condition of. 

uny porson involved with it , either to a greater or lesser. 

degree. 

/ But even. within wide limits, have you any idea of when 

that was that apparent7.y the first. viewing of the fire had 

occurred on the part of auyone?-- On estimations, not later,'. 

than 6 p.m., approximately. . 

And we :knew that the fu started again at 25 to 5, ,a bit 

after 4.30?- Yes. _ . 

- 'de also know, do we, that the fan was not at full blast; 

it was slowed down to some degree. Is that also correct?-- 
The fan was started, T. am led to bolievefrom evidence, at it 
full load.; not complete ull load of the motor, but to its 

normal full loading for mine reouirements of 390 amps, in which 

process, by the characteristic curve of that particular fan, 

it would have..been'pullinF apl)roximately five inches.of water 

gauge, and approximately 267,000 cubic feet per minute from aL 
the mine. ' 

. . . 

I think your evidence has been, has it not, that that 

passing over the fire was not the maximum flow of air that 

could have been passing over the fire if it were going flat out. 

Is that the idea?-- at this juncture, and the mention of 

approximately 6 o'clock from my oVidence, the fan was put to 

its.normar 267,000 cubic feet per minute at 4.55. I am .led 

to believe from evidence given .me that at somewhere, in 

approximation, of 8.45 to 8.50 the speed of the fan was' 30 . 

reduced by what is.termed.winding it back by use of that 

hydraulic scoop coupling to ;i. point where the load was relayed 
to me to be at the time of winding back ..of 150 to 200 amps, 

and in the light of further experience andadvice it would 
have settled on adjustment of the air .to 200 amps. 
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That in turn, by the characteristic curve of the fan would 

produce somewhere in the approximation of 200,000 cubic feet 

per minute through the mine and a water gauge of approximately 

three inches. 

Then the end effect of that, in layman's language, would 

be to slow the return air across the fire, slow the velocity 

of it?--' Reduce the quantity of air across that fire. 

And that is what was happening at the time you first saw 

it?-- Yes. . 

'On your first trip down?--- Yes.. 

. 
My learned friend Mr. Callinan, of course, put to you 

that all conventional methods were being used in 
regard to 

this fire; would you regard the slowing of the 
fan as 

conventional?- In many cases, yes. 

What about in this case?-- -A competent person was below_ 

ground observing the reaction of airflow to fire progress, 

and from the evidence that I received it was on his advice 

that the fan was wound back to that said.approximately 
200,000 

cubic. feet per minute. 

Just again on this question of conventionality 
- again 

this may have already appeared to the Tribunal 
- but my 

learned friend Nr. Callinan put t) you that there was a 

conventional door at a certain point, I think, through which 

the men were hosing; I may or may not have understood him 

correctly?-- No. 

But whether he was referring to that Or not, 
was the 

opening through which you saw men hosing or 
through which you 

saw some brattice,.or whatever it was?-- Polyrack. : 

Or Polyrack - was that a doorway in the Ordinary 
sense? -- 

It was a trap-door. From the brief look that I took at'it - 

and I was not particularly interested in that 
aspect at that, 

time - I wanted to get to the fire - it.was 
a trap-door of 

some two feet square. 

Two feet square? --.Approximately, yes. 

10 
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30 

90 

Set in what?-- Into the normal 9 -inch ash -brick stopping. 

That, on my recollection, was covered by the Polyrack which 

is a white material, translucent when baCked 
by the glow of 

fire, and through that at that time I.did see 
a glow there 

in the return. 

Could we say a glow framed by the extent 
of the doorway? - 

Exactly. 
50 

And is that a doorway in thellormaLsense as 
is marked 

upon these.mine plans or is it not?--. 
As marked on the 

ventilation plan as a little trap-door. A little "d" on the 

stopping it is frequently marked. 

And the normal door is .a "D" occupying the.whole of the 

tunnel?-- . 
Yes. 

Those doors that ultimately you were trying 
to get back 

to - I' think yciu had referred to double 
doors up the rise' 'fromthe 

underground haulage that later you 
were trying to get 

at and could not get to; were they of 
the same variety? -- 

Double trap -doors. 

Again trap -doors in the stopping 
- is that the nature of 

them?-- My last knowledge of them was 
such. had no 

knowledge of them on that 
particular night. I never did see 

_them. 
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Would that sort of trap-door in a stopping be self-closinf; 
or rely on the pressure of the fan?-- Mainly relying on the 
fan pressure. 

Whereas the door in what; I might call the main sense is 
self -closing, is it?-- Under fan pressure. It could be 
self -closing under pressure, but it would not necessarily 
be fastened by a lever type of fastening which could prevent 
it opening in the event of some change in pressure. 

Normally doors are to -be so constructed, are they not, 
to be self -closing under the Act?-- Yes. 

These little trap-doors.are not; is that so? Do I 
understand that correctly?-- They are self -closing in the 
normal circumstances of ventilation within the mine. 

Depending on pressure from the fan?-- Depending upon the 
inequality of the pressure intake return. 

This has probably been brought out, but just for the 
record, you did collect the samples, did you not, referred to 
as 1, 2 and 3 in the exhibit recently tendered, Exhibit 9?--. 
Yes. 

Which contains Mr. Couper's - the Government Chemist's - 
comparison of matter before and after the explosion?-- Yes. 

You collected the samples for numbers 1,' 2 and 3?-- I did 

From the various positions mentioned in Mr. Couper' 
report?-- Yes. 

It is obvious that you collected No. 
mouth and bin face of No. 7?-- .Yes.. 

And that is No..7 coal haulage?-- Yes. 

The bin face being the bin connected with the reciprocating 
alligator conveyor; is that right'?-- The bin facing the fill. 

Then the other two speak for themselves - No. 5 conveyor, 
mouth where the three men were and then No..3, straight from 
the rails at the tunnel mouth and No. 5 man and supply?-- Yes. 

I think perhaps my learned friend Mr. Given much earlier 
may have mistook part of your evidence. Remember when you were 
giving evidence that you touched Lawrie on the shoulder and 
went in the direction of No. 5? -7 Yes. 

10 

20 

from the tunnel 

And then you saw the first explosion that you saw?-- Yes. 

I think my learned friend Mr. Given may have inadvertently 
thought you were referring to No. 5 man and supply as being 
where the explosion issued from; did it issue from that entry 
or from the conveyor belt?-- It was my impression that within 
the supply sections in which explosions occurred, - that the. 
first sight of explosion I hadwas from No. 5 conveyor tunnel 
entry. 

That .is' the No. 5 entry closer to Swanbank?-- Yes, the 
conveyor belt. 

Closer to the dam?--- Closer to the dam.. 

No. 5 man and supply?-- Yes. 
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No. 5man and supply - did it actually suffer much 
blast damage, if any?-- No, it didn't. 

What was exhibited there? What appeared to come out 
of it?-- A black cloud, to my recollection, and the only 
other manifestation of note was the fact that the area behind 
the portal or in by the portal collapsed during the explosion 
or explosions. 

Here again dealing with this point of time where the 
fan was. cut off and you stepped out, from there on - you 
have heard evidence given by.two Metropolitan Security 
Service men?-- Yes. 

I think the burden of evidence of at least one of them 
was that there was a pall or column cf smoke going up higher 

than the stacks of Swanbank before these explosions took 

'place, and I think at least one of them thought that that 

was coming out of No. 7 coal haulage. Did you see anything 

to confirm that?--: No. He was totally and. utterly incorrect. 

That particular man has no knowledge whatsoever of coal 

mines or the location of various entries and their desig- 

nations as are set up in the Box Flat property. - 

Have you prepared any sort of map or sketch of the 
proximity of Swanbank and this. guardhouse to these tunnel 

entries?-- Yes. 'After hearing the evidence of the Swanbank 

gatehouse men, I procured from Mr. Cole, the power -house 

superintendent, a drawn layout of the Swanbank power. -houses 
A and B for the purposes of relating the positions of 
various things within that area to the entries of No. 5 

and No. 7 mines. 
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Do you produce that?-- I had it with me. 

Would you look at that. document?-- (Handed to witness.) 
Additional to that drawing 

THE WiRDEN: The same objection might be taken lo this 
evidence, fir. Townsley, that has been previously taken; 
the witness commenting on the veracity or correctness of 
another witness's evidence. 

11R. TOWNSLEY: I did not want him'to do that.. 
10 

THE WARDEN: I am not taking any notice of it. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: What I wanted to get at was some 
independent evidence of measurements - just how far these. 
places were away, and their relationship to tie mouths 'of . 

the tunnels. 

THE WARDEN: It will not make any difference to the weighz 
of evidence given by either the M.S.S. man or Nr..Hardie. 
It is a matter of opinion. One said he saw.it and the other 20 
said he did not.., 

MR. GIVEN: I think. there is evidence that from an early 
hour in the .evening there was quite a lot of smoke, quite 
acceptable, coming out-ofthe'evassee'exhaust fan at No. 7. 

THE WARDEN: Yes T think you will find that 'the 
man was by no means certain as.to where it 'was coming from. 
He did say he had seen some before the explosion. - 

. TOWNSLF,Y: .I was really concerned, perhaps, with.. 

something being before the Tribunal as to the exact. location. 
of these things. I suppose :an.inspection-would procure the., 

Same result, 

BY MR. TO\INSLEY: Is your. plan very complicated?-- It is 
quite' a simple plan, with .a scale provided fore direct reading 
of any distances.. . 

MR. CALLINAN: If.the Tribunal'inSpects,.as I imagine 
it almost'certainly wouldlthese matters would probably become 
apparent on inspection. 

THE WARDEN: Nr. Nonger suggested the possibility of 
recalling that M.S.S. man about, the same time as we'do the 
inspection. 

MR, CALLINAN: If need be, yes. 

THE WARDEN: It would resolve 
discriminations whatever. 

it then without'any, 

NR. TOWNSLEY: I am in the .Court's hands. ' I do not want. 
to unnecessarily clutter the record. with something if it is 
not going to be of very great value, but this would establish 
fairly simply the distancefrom the tunnel mouths. 

THE WARDEN: The document does not need to be explained. 

MR. TOWNSLEY:. It speaks for itself. I tender it. 

(Admitted and marked "Tlhibit 13".) 

BY MR. TOWNSLEY: Following on from that plan of that . 

location, what I want to go to briefly is the question of the 
possible velocity of this explosion in relation to Swanbank, 
to over what parts of Swanbank it passed. From that point of 
view could you just describe again what happened in the second. 
after you tapped Lawrie on the shoulder and walked quickly 
tol.Tarcts _No....___5?=_____ALex-LalLnie_was on the -ohmic 43 .01t the 
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;deputy's cabin at-the head of 7. I tamped him. on the shoulder 
and said, "Come on, Alex; over to 5. They are getting into 
trouble there." 

I do not want you to go over what you have said, but 
just a swift summation of the times - the number of seconds 
that may have elapsed between certain things - and in 
particular dealing withthe'four explosions, as some witnesses 
have said there were?-- .This matter of progress to the 
deputy's cabin towards No. 5 has since been rediscussed, 
re-enacted, and timed by Mr. Lawrie and myself in. agreement. 
The 25 yards traversed towards No. 5 we approximate to 15 
seconds. On 15 seconds the explosion occurred which induced 
us to take an erratic running course, later measured in time 
to a point decided upon as a further eight seconds, during 
which time the three explosions which I myself can describe 
had finished. Debris was still.falling from the air, and some 
ofit had fallen. This, in my. opinion, gave me a pretty firm 
conviction that' all of that which happened by way'of explosion 
was. over and completed within four' seconds. 

You feel that could perhaps assist the Tribunal as to the 
velocity of what was going on?-- 'In assistance or attempts to 
estimate some velocity, I did make observations fruitlessly 
because of the lack of accurate: evidence of the path of the 
alligator from.its.described position 110 feet inside the 
portal to its place, of rest 'in the bin. , The total weight of 
rope, skip, and draw gear concerned with this projection .would_ 
have been 6,000 pounds in close approximation. Evidence 
disclosed that before leaving the inside tunnel area, six 
5/8th inch diaMeter bolt's securing the tailgate lifting car 
acre sheared, and it certainly further 'appeared that the 
tailgate itself, or the half -inch thickness six. by six or four, 
by four angle had been ripped for two feet of its lower length. 
'The vertical height of projection was estimated to be somewhere 
in the vicinity. of 90 feet.' I did have some ideas that this 
information could be the basis for a calculation of pressure 
or velocity, but of course the time element is not available; 
therefore, that calculation could not be of much assistance 
'n any accuracy of gauging the velocity or ferocity of this 
articular explosion. 

. 
. .. 

. 

Just finally: .that tunnel that you are speaking of from 
,thich this.alligator was. blown,. or bin wasblown - that is 

he only one that did not collapse in the explosion;. is:that. 
orrect?-- That is correct. 

In other words, all the others fell.in.to some extent 
nd that one:was intact?-- . This particular tunnel.was not. 
ver-dependent on floor -to -roof support. 'It was a fairly. 
lean and substantial graded haulage way, and maintained 
itself in the capacity.of gunbarrel during this explosion, 
d did not collapse. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: Nothing further 

THE WARDEN: Mr. Rarnage? 

MR: RANAGE: I think that most of,the questions that I 

id mention have been answered by the witness; but, as 
ntimated.by Mr. Palmer this morning, he did'have a couple of 

uestions which I' would like to. ask. 
. 

thank you. 
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BY flF. RA.NAGE: Firstly, it concerns Nr. Jensen. Nr. 
Jensen had been, I understand, the assistant superintendent 
of the mines rescue?-- Yes. 

And he had been a brigade member for approximately a period 
of 25 years?-- Yes. 

And he was a most conscientious and thorough man in his 
duties as a brigade officer or as assistant superintendent? -- 
Undoubtedly. 

It was mentioned in evidencethat Nr. Jensen told you that 
he had six or seven drums for the foam -making machine, and you 
said that that would not be. enough?-- Correct. 

And that he said, "Shall I send for more?"?-- Yes. 

And you said, "Yes.", and then you said that was the last 20 
time that mention was made of Nr. Jensen until after the 
explosion.. Was Hr. Jensen a member of a party participating, 
or did he come back to the mine at any stage in the operations -- 
Hr. Jensen didn't leave the mine, to my knowledge. Ur. Jensen 
I saw and spoke to from time to time. I saw him board the rak 

for the first trip below in No. 5. In the hurry and bustle 
and confusion of coming out, I don't .recall speaking. to him 

on our exit from 5. - 
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But I did again later see Mr. Jensen in various positions and 

did have brief speech with himt the tunnel mouth of No.7 
man and supply immediately prior to our boys going down that 

entry. 

MR. RAM AGE: I think evidence has been directed at w';len 

the area was last inspected5 and the evidence was given this 

morning. That was one of the other questions. Another 

question was that Mr. Hardie mentioned the fire in 1955 when 

it was sealed away. He did not mention whether the fire was, 

or whether it. could have progressed to become this fire. 

WITNESS: This would be a complete impossibility. The 

fire concerned with in 1955 was a collapse of the tops of 

the Bluff.: through to a fire in the bottoms of the Bluff 

which were in the old No.1 working. . These workings had no 

connection over to that particular area in which we 
are 

concerned witlirogard to this. 

MR. RA No further questions. 

THE WARDEN: -Do you wish to ask any questions MT. Abbott.? 

MR. ABBOTT: Yes. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION:. 

BY MR-ABBOTT: I would like to know, in view of the fact 

that No.7 remained open throughout the explosion, 
what X30 

.precautions could in future be taken to- prevent 
the likes of. 

collapses as you detailed in 7 and 5, if you feel situations 

such as exist in the main tunnel of 7 could be 
further carries 

.out in further tunnels?-- Possibly? No.1, the 
violence 

experienced from that particular entry possibly 
was not as 

'great as that from, say, the No.? man and supply and 5 entries; 

No.2, it was not obstructed to the same extent by floor to 

roofsupports, etc., that would cause that turbulence and 

increase that velocity as it perhaps would have 
done in No.5 

16 

conveyor belt tunnel particularly? No.5 man- and supply with 

its varying cross -sections and heights, and again 
No.7 man and 

supply which was pretty regularly timbered and 
closely - 

timbered throughout its length 

Do you feel that if it had been concreted to a much 

greater depth that the collapse would not have 
taken place - 

rather than the timber?-- Certainly providing that distance 

of concrete or reinforced concrete was of sufficient length 

to lock itself into that strong strata which could resist 
the 

force of that explosion; but also? let us Bmember, under the 

.added violence out of conveyor drift, we have pictorial 

evidence that a very sound and strong reinforced 
concrete 

portal was blown apart and disrupted - not blown to pieces, 

but badly ruptured by.the.force. 
. . 

THE WARDEN: Mrs. Marshall, d 

.questions? 

10 

20. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION:. 

BY MRS. MARSHALL: Will.you.describe for me the duties of 

a deputy coming on shift?-- A deputy coming on 
shift entails 

himself with the preparation of his safety. 
lamps preparatory 

to going below to do that inspection which he is 
required to 

do under the Coal Mines Act in Rule 6 which requires 
him 

within two hours of the commencement of any shift to do a 

compIete_inspec,tiu, e all the places in which men work and 70 

you wish to ask any 

50 

60 
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pass to ascertain the safety of the roof and sides and the. 

presence or otherwise of gas in and around the area, or 

otherwise the general safety under which men enter the mine 

and work. 

/ NT. Harold Reinhardt was a conscientious worker and a 

conscientious man in regard to the men who worked under him, 

and he would have surely said that this 'mine was not fit to 

work in?-- Surely he would have. Mr. Harold Reinhardt came 

on.duty, I recall, and when he came he was reported to me to. 

be a deputy who was Lever late for work, but was always very 

early for his shift, and he was - at such time that he did 

apparently board that first rake at No.5 man and supply, and 

left the surface. That is at '9025 he went below with us. 

I didn't see Harold .again during that inspection because I 

was down at the fire. We all came out of the mine, and my 

last recollection of'speaking to Harold was when Ilas standing 
at the head of No.7 with my 'foot on the rake talking to 

Wally Murphy and Jimmy McNamara, and Harold walked around and 

he said, "Good day, Reg", and I said, "Good day, Harold. How 

are you going?", and he came around and joined the rake. That 

is 'my last recollection of Harold. 

At 11.30 you considered that mine to be beyond control? -- 

11.30? 

That was in your testimony yesterday?-- No. I considered 

at that time that our chances of containing the fire 

:underground in No.5 were gone, but we still had a clear 

atmosphere operating in No.7 mine which was under a separate 

strip of ventilation and not feeding from 5 to 7, but feeding 

from 7 to 5 - that this was our last chance in clear air of 

underground work to contain or mitigate the effects of that. 

fire. 

You mentioned that you decided to go on that last rake 

into the tunnel of death on the pretext of having just one 

more look at the plans.of.the workings with Laurie?-- That is 

.right. 

Are you sure - and your evidence shows yoU were there at 

11.30 on Sunday night - that it was, not because it was so 

dicey that you decided to get out?-- That is 'a very nasty 

thing that you say. An inspector of mines is a -person who is. 

supposed at least to have some responsibility. and knowledge 

of mines, their plans and so on, and in supervision of such 

matters management and an inspector of mines would have more. 

important duties to do if there was 

. Than putting up rubbish and all that sort of thing? -- 

Yes; look at the plans to see what must happen next rather 

.than to have choices in it. You are obscured under level in 

a dark underground passageway. If there is something further 

.to be done that requires that the plans should be looked at, 

.then the inspector of mines should put his head with 

management to find out what it is further that we should look 

at that we didn't know before. 

down without any safety Why did these men go 
Without safety equipment? 

Yes; four of them? -- N six of them. 

equipment? 

Six of them? I wasn't aware of the other two?-- There 

were six men. Safety equipment of the type which is used by 

mines rescue boys is subject to specialised training for the 

wearing of it and the use of it. It is not given to the 

untrained Man to be able to slip on and use. He could get 

himself into trouble without that training; but in the same 

manner as you may see perhaps in the use of underwater 

-breci-thing appdratasT-a-blvaath-tf-uxygen c-an-bc-gIven-by7-one 
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man to another in the event of emergency. 
Therefore one 

suit or some ancillary equipment could bring a man out over a 

period of ten minutes, twelve minutes, through 
a rather noxiol:s 

atmosphere and have him completely surviving to the fresh air 

sad. safety. That was the reason. 

Thank you? 

THE WARDEN: Mrs. Reinhardt, do you wish to ask any. 

quostions7 10 

CROSS-EXAMINATION: 

BY NRS. REINHARDT: My first question, N. Hardie: are 

mine fans always left on of a weekend?-- No. There are many 

mines in which gas has not been found, or gas in the general 

body of the air has not been found, that are subject purely 

to the provisions of the ordinary Nines Act which 
don't require 

them to run their mine ventilation 24 hours a day or seven day 
s20 

a week. In some special circumstances where gas has been 
found 

in the mine or in the general body of the air, 
then it is the 

inspector's prerogative to instruct that manager 
that he will 

in, fact run that fan for that continuous week. In this 

particular occasion - and I am quite sure you are concerned 

with Box Flat - we have never found gas in the general 
body 

of the air.which dictates that I should have instructed Box 

Flat that they must do this, but they did, with the multiplying 

of the shifts per clay and the length of the week, then elect 

themselves to run their fan 24 hours a day, which 
still gives 3° 

management this prerogative of closing that fan 
down without 

notification of the inspector. This prerogative is not given 

to that person who is . instructed that.he will in fact run 

his fan 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
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With regard to any other machinery, pumps etc. in 'the 
j 

I 

mine, are they allowed to be run over the weekend when the mule 
is closed?-- They are started 'by mine deputies. 

I am asking you are they allowed to be run over the weekend 
when the mine is closed?--- We normally do require that super- 
vision be given to them. 

Did you receive any call or any instruction of any sort; 
within the last month before this accident that you were to.. 
be called out to Box.Flat over serious trouble?-- No, I did not) 

Ny husband came home 
that you were to come out 
complaint that would have 
that period. 

and told me over the breakfast table - 

to. Box Flat that day?-- I received n 
persuaded me to go to Box Flat durin 

He came home and told me over the' breakfast table9."There 
is serious trouble at Box Flat. Rog Hardie is to come out today." 
Then'he said to me, "Don'tbe surprised, mum, but the lid 
could be put 'on Box Flat." .Those are:his exact, words?-- Did he 20 

state 
. 

THE WARDEN: You are-not.asking the questions Mr. Hardie 
That is not a question,. so ,leave it at that. 

. 

BY.HRS.;'REINHARDT:-.I am only asking did' you get any 
notification that you. were to go there, because he told me you 
wore to go.there?--,I.never got any notification to go there. 

THE WARDEN: lie has said he did not get.any:notification. 
You cannot make further' statements because you, are not giving 
evidence, Ers. Reinhardt. '.. 

How, the members of:theBoard..of Inquiry have some questic 
to ask. _ 

. , 

BY THE. BALKS: You. stated earlier that when. you received 
the message of the fare you went to youroffice?-.- 

30 

ns 

.40.. 
Will you inform:me.what tubes you got?- C.O. was a 

deduction. I had C.0.2*but I had insufficient supply of C.O. 

Did you have occasion to Use these?-- We did not get the 
occasion to use them inas much as we were in completely fresh 
air there and in the 5. 'We did have' draeger equipment. But the 
time we were on the. area near the site of the fire was too shork,, 

and furthermore we could not have got a test without' getting to 
the return, the fouling of which chased us from 'that in the 
first instance..So therefore no draeger test was taken on that 
occasion. so 

Were other types of tubes available?-- Yes. 
. - 

. 

T110 Jae other question I would like to ask is the time it took 
for the rescue squad to arrive at the colliery and be ready for 
action?-- Yes, I can give you that. The first call was received 
y Kenneth Sb(Lhen at 8.20. I spoke to Sbegghen at 8.25. lie 

told me that he had received a call and that Hr. Jensen was on 

is way to the station. I left my office next door to the statIon 
?rior to Nery getting there. Nery arrived at the mine within. 60 

five minutes of my arrival which means that Nery Jensen was at 
the mine by approximately, if not before, 20 minutes to 9, 
followed at a quarter to 9 by a team of rescue men led by Len 
Rogers, with Noel Busch, Allan Berlin in his own transport, 
bonnie Hodgson and Johnny Hall, all highly experienced men.' 

BY THE WARDEN: The question was how long it took to get 
there?-- 20 past 9 the first call; about a quarter to 9 on site 
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M -NR. BALKS: 15 minutes to get the equipment to the 
colliery ready to be used, and within 20 minutes the team men 

-were there available to use it?-- Yes, that is correct. 

My final question is this: with regard to the hoses that 
were used on the fire, when it was determined to discontinue.1 
using those hoses were they left running or were they turned off? -- 
It is not my knowledge as to whether they were actually finality 
turned off, but they were taken. back to the intake site of. 
the fire, as Mr. Jones and Mr. Rasmussen came back to us. 
"hether they were ultimately turned off as well, I do not kno-vi,10 

but they were taken in by of the fire, as they came out. 

BY MR. ROWLANDS: My question is somewhat remote from the 
immediate area here. Do you know whether any electric fans 
were used for auxiliary ventilation at the working faces? -.- 
At that particular period of time I could not tell you, but 
auxiliary fans normally nowadays in -Box Flat are not, and I 
repeat not, used to any extent. 

BY Illl. MONGER:. The only question I would like to ask is 20 

one that I think you might .clarify a few points for me, and 
that is this: When you had these various excursions to the 
plans with the officials of the mine, what was your basic reas)n 
for examining the plans?-- The surveyor was hot available 
on the Sunday night at that time, and production of strip planp 
for the rescue men. was not readily. available. .Plan study had 
to be carried out onthe plans pn the main table. 
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iRcscile men,in the main, with. the exception perhaps of Allen 
.,, Berlin, on site wore not familiar with the big mine wPich was 

Box Flat and the rather complicated ventilating sy:1-tem that/Ls 
involved there. Co perusal of the plan aid necessarily. take thc 
team and members approximately a fair out of half to three- 
euarters of an hour to get some comprehension of the system. 
operating within that mine before leading a team into that 
condition. 

To ensure the question of safe men?-- Yes. To further 
th:, further study was again made with one of the chief 
students, being ex -mine surveyor, and qualified manager Len 
Rogers, one of our team captains. He was a. thorough man and 
would never have been satisfied until he had a. fuli.grip, and 
it was not until the last hour's study prior to the last trip 
that Len said., ."I have really of a grip on it now. I know 
what is required." 

. 

- 

BY FR. FURPHY: You said hei e. in evidenceon acouple of 
occasions the the fire you observed underground at one, 
particular stage , anyhow, was a clean fire. Could you describc 
what a clean fire is to me?-- It was a fire devoid of murky 
fume in and around, the fire area. Coal smoke or dense fume 
was unobservable from my position of. observation in and around 
this fire. In short , all fume was swiftly going away to returi 
and clean burning flame only was apparent across the face of 
that heap..:.. 

. . 

. . 

. 
. . 

'Jould it be true.to-saTthatduSt accumulations -in the 
return area would be greater nearer the coal face than further 
back from the coal face towards the ventilating shaft?-- This 
is all dependent on time and motion, and it is not one Which 
you can readily give an answer of "Los" or "No",to,. inasmuch. 
as an. untreated and uncleaned airway two miles back from the 
working face could have been accumulating that dust over many,. 
many years from a working face which perhaps had only been 
operating in a 'section for three weeks.. In other words,.it 
dia n.e [3 have the time to accumulate that quantity of dust whoa 
had been accumulated, perhaps, in a distant.return-airwayj:some 
mile orthree-quarters of a nile way - 

Tt would be -possible jor.more -dusb to be deposited furthei 
away from the coal face than what there was at the coal face? -- 
Yes, some little distancej.rom the .coal face, commencing' return 
side from that. 

. ' 

One more question: would it be true that the ventilating 
fan would take moisture into the mine, or take. moisture out of 
the mine?- Take moisture out of the mine, -,because it is an 
exhaust system of ventilation. : 

, . . 
. 

, 
: 

. 

. . 

BY THE WARDEN: Did you advert'to'the possibility of an 
explosion in the mine, or did you not?L- Would you repeat 
that question? . 

Did you advert to the possibility of, an explosion in the 
mine, or did you not?,-- Not animminent explosion. 

. 

I am not talking aboutjM.minent.. The question is: did you 
advert to the possibility of 'an explosion in the mine?-- Not 
to that time. 60 

. 

Would 'it be a fair' comment; that had. you adverted to, the 
Possibility of an extdosion, 'you would 112V° been confronted win_ 
two alternatives: .(a5 evacuation Or. (b) anaticeiiip to extingUiTh 
the fire?-- Yes. ' 

I think that earlier in your evidence, or in cross- 
examination, you did say something to the effect that any 
experienced person would realise that there was a risk of 
explosion in such a case, did you not?-- Yes, you have a soure,,,)-10 

of ignition. 
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That being the case would it also be a fair comment 

to say that in view of the state of 
your knowledge at the. 

time - that is prior to the explosion - did 
you consider 

it safe to attempt to extinguish 
the fire rather than 

evacuate the mine?-- Yes, I considered it safe on a quick 

action, subject to careful examination of 
maintained 

Ventilator conditions as they should 
be within that mine area. 

Any change -- 
The conditions as known to you gave 

you no cause to, 

think that that explosion was imminent?-- 
Exactly. 

MR. GIVEN: There are just a couple of matters that 
may.. 

save us some time in the long run.-- 

TBE WARDEN: As long 

go. I am thinking of the 
else. 

RE-EXAMINATION: 

BY MR. GIVEN: Exhibit 9 is the report of the analyses 

'by Mr. Couper. No. 4 refers to, "Box Flat mixed slag, 

sampled by the Coal Board.", and then it gives a 

reference number?-- Yes. 

Can you helpus.as to how the Coal 
Board came to take, 

that sample?-- No, I can't help.youatzil. - 
. 

You cannot help us at all?-- That is the normal routine, 

to sample from the finished.products.ofthe 
mine that they 

do make. 
. 

. 
. 

. 

Finally, the cover, apparettlyof an 
oxygen breathing 

unit was submitted .to the University 
of Queensland for. 

examination and report? --.Yes.. 

You had some hand in-that,,I take 
it?--- I. know of it. 

Did you take any 'part in .that? For example, what I 

want to knew is do you know where 
the broken piece was picked 

up?-- Yes. 

Whereabouts?--. On the southern side 
of the rails leaving 

No. 7 man and supply and approximately, 
from memory - my 

memory wasn't particularly good 
when this was picked up - 

say, 25, 28 yards, something in that vicinity, and fairly 

close to the rail area, but Mr. 
'Charles McPherson has since 

- he was with me at the time - he 
has since taken accurate 

measurements of this distance.' 

as everyone does not want to 
have a 

shorthand writers more than anyone 
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That is near enough - something 
like that?-- Yes. 

And the substance of Mr. Brixius's 
report was that 

it had been subjected to an explosive 
-like force?-- Yes. 

BY THE WARDEN: There was one other question I intended 

to ask but omitted before. Had you been in possession 
60 

of the knowledge which was provided 
subsequently by Exhibit 9? -- 

Which is that? 

That is the tests carried out 
by Mr. Couper; what would 

your attitude have been to re-enterin.g 
the mine or calling 

miners out who happened to be 
in there? This is not part 

of my question: I think you will find that - I understood 

them to say that the dust danger 
was rather bad?-- This 

particular one is in respect of the collective 
tests after - 

L. 3O u/9 -1487 
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postexplosion. 
BY 11R. ITIMPHY: Something about the limestone content 

over towards the back? -7--- 
l 

TCYvvrITSLEY: Could I. have Your Worshis 2 question 
road back? I. did not quite catch the relevance of ,it 

' to the ey,thibit. 

(Shorthand. notes .o relative passage read. 
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MR. TOWNSLEY: I think that is in another exhibit. 

THE WARDEN: That is subject'to correction. I was only 
ex-olaining that: to'Nr. Hardie for his benefit._ It is in 
Exhibit 9. Whatever is in there is correct, not whatever I 
say. 

ER. TOWNSLET: I am trying to pick up where it said the 
dust danger was rather bad. 

THE WARDEN: There was evidence given to that effect, 
but I did not even see Exhibit 9. 

MR. TOWNSLEY: I cannot pick it up in this one. 

NR. DERRINGTON: It might be in the other one. There 
are two reports. You are referring to the reports of the 
analyst of the samples taken before? 

THE WARDEN: Comments made either at the Bar table or .in 
evidence. I thought. it was in evidence. 

M.R. DERRINGTON: It wasin cross-examination. 

WITNESS: This particular report only touches very 
briefly on one or two samples of coal which have been taken 
possibly. from a, road; but they do still indicate that the 
content of limestone dust was not, I'think it says, to the 
standards required.. - 

. . 

MR. GIVEN: . I do- not think that is in that report. 
. . . .. 

NH. DERRINGTON: -I think you will'find in the other 
report that the inert matter was nil. 

. . 

WITNESS: It says in the middle of the small paragraph. 
in the middle of page 2: "The amount of calcium carbonate 
which is present in samples 1, 2, and 3 would be insufficient 
to prevent a coaldust explosion." 

- . 

BY THE WARDEN: That is the, crux of my question. Were you 
in possession of knowledge of that nature, what would your 
action be, not necessarily in this case, but in any other. 
future case?-- Some action to have thepercentages of 
incombustible dust in the roads brought up to that required, 
75 per cent. or less. 

In the presence of afire, I mean, where you have 
similar circumstances prevailing; would you suggest that the 
miners be removed from the mine, or would you suggest going 
in and trying to put out the fires, if these conditions 
hprevailed to your knowledge?-- I think on test we would 
fhave stopped, as a department, working, out of the mine until 
such samples. were brought to scratch. 

- 

You said previously you ad not stopped it because there: 
nad not been a test. what I am trying to get at is that 

these conditions apply in amine and fire happens to break 
out, do you think that the men should be withdrawn from the 
nine, or do you think attempts should be made to extinguish 
the fire by sending men into the'fire?-- I think ,the stage 
lad been reached where the men should be withdrawn. 

THE WARDEN: We will adjourn at this stage till 10 a..m. 
omorrow. . 

The Inquiry adjourned at 4.40 p.m. 
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